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Given a query string Q, an edit similarity search finds all strings in a database whose edit distance with Q is
no more than a given threshold τ . Most existing methods answering edit similarity queries employ schemes
to generate string subsequences as signatures and generate candidates by set overlap queries on query and
data signatures.

In this article, we show that for any such signature scheme, the lower bound of the minimum number
of signatures is τ + 1, which is lower than what is achieved by existing methods. We then propose several
asymmetric signature schemes, that is, extracting different numbers of signatures for the data and query
strings, which achieve this lower bound. A basic asymmetric scheme is first established on the basis of
matching q-chunks and q-grams between two strings. Two efficient query processing algorithms (IndexGram
and IndexChunk) are developed on top of this scheme. We also propose novel candidate pruning methods to
further improve the efficiency. We then generalize the basic scheme by incorporating novel ideas of floating
q-chunks, optimal selection of q-chunks, and reducing the number of signatures using global ordering. As
a result, the Super and Turbo families of schemes are developed together with their corresponding query
processing algorithms. We have conducted a comprehensive experimental study using the six asymmet-
ric algorithms and nine previous state-of-the-art algorithms. The experiment results clearly showcase the
efficiency of our methods and demonstrate space and time characteristics of our proposed algorithms.
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1. INTRODUCTION

An edit similarity search finds all strings in a database whose edit distance with a query
string Q is no more than a threshold τ . Edit similarity searches have many applications,
such as data integration and record linkage, bioinformatics, pattern recognition, and
multimedia information retrieval. For example, we state the following.

—In bioinformatics, edit similarity search can be employed to find similar protein
sequences and tandem repeats, which are useful to predict diseases and design
new drugs [Kahveci and Singh 2001; Sokol et al. 2007]. It is also an indispensable
technology for the next-generation sequencing [Li et al. 2011b].

—Batch edit similarity searches, or edit similarity joins, can be used to find near-
duplicate records in a customer database [Arasu et al. 2006], or near-duplicate doc-
uments in a document repository [Forman et al. 2005].

As a result, there has been much interest in developing efficient algorithms to answer
edit similarity search or join queries. This is a challenging problem, as edit distance
computation is costly and a naı̈ve algorithm that performs edit distance calculation for
every string in the database is prohibitively expensive for large databases.

To address the performance challenge, most existing approaches reduce the edit
similarity query to a set similarity query using an appropriate signature scheme,
which extracts subsequences of a string as its signatures. The set similarity query
can be efficiently processed by inverted indexes built on the signatures. Finally, query
results can be obtained by verifying the edit distance between the query and results of
the set similarity query, rather than all the strings in the database.

Among the many criteria to categorize and compare different signature schemes, one
is based on the numbers of signatures they generate for the data and query strings
given an edit distance threshold τ , respectively. The numbers of signatures a signature
scheme generates for the data strings largely determines the size of the index, and the
number of signatures generated from a query string impacts the query processing time.
As can be seen later in Table I, the numbers of signatures existing methods extract
vary widely. It is natural to wonder whether there is a lower bound of the number
of signatures a signature scheme can extract, and whether any efficient method can
attain the lower bound.

This article presents our findings when trying to answer the questions. First, we
propose a generic framework of signature schemes and the associated query processing
method for edit similarity queries. The framework encompasses major signature-based
algorithms for edit similarity queries. We prove that the lower bound of the minimum
number of signatures extracted from data and query strings for any scheme in this
framework is τ + 1. Second, we propose a novel signature scheme and corresponding
query processing methods for edit similarity queries. Our proposal has three distinct
features: (a) the minimum number of signatures it extracts is exactly τ + 1, hence
reaching the lower bound; (b) it is an asymmetric signature scheme—by asymmetric,
we mean it uses different methods to generate signatures for data and query strings
and results in different numbers of signatures; (c) as the scheme is asymmetric, we
can instantiate two different edit similarity query processing algorithms out of it. We
also develop several candidate pruning techniques that further reduce the number
of candidates needing verification. Third, we generalize the basic signature scheme
by integrating novel and powerful ideas such as floating q-chunk, optimization of
signature selection, and judicious use of global ordering. This results in another
two asymmetric signature schemes and four asymmetric algorithms with different
levels of asymmetry. They in turn result in two new families of algorithms: the
Super and Turbo families. Finally, we perform a comprehensive experimental study
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Table I. Worst-Case Signature Numbers of Existing Edit Similarity Search and Join Methods

λ(τ, S) Signatures for �(τ, Q) Signatures for Overlap Threshold
Method Data (S) Query (Q) (LB(τ, S, Q))

q-gram [Gravano et al.
2001; Li et al. 2008]

|S| q-grams(a) |Q| q-grams max(|S|, |Q|) − qτ

Ed-Join [Xiao et al. 2008] qτ + 1 q-grams qτ + 1 q-grams 1
VGRAM [Li et al.
2007](b)

|S| + qmin − 1 VGRAMs |Q| + qmin − 1 VGRAMs max{|V G(S)| − NAG(S, τ ),
|V G(Q)| − NAG(Q, τ )} or
by dynamic programming

VChunkJoin [Wang
et al. 2012]

2τ + 1 vchunks 2τ + 1 vchunks 1

PartEnum [Arasu et al.
2006]

O((qτ )2.39) signatures O((qτ )2.39) signatures 1

FastSS [Bocek et al.
2007]

O(|S|τ ) substrings O(|Q|τ ) variants 1

NGPP [Wang et al. 2009] O(τ ) substrings O(τ2) variants 1
PASS-JOIN [Li et al.
2011a]

τ + 1 substrings O(τ3) variants 1

(a)Strings are padded with special
characters at the end.

(b)qmin is the minimum VGRAM length; V G(X) is the
number of VGRAMs generated for X; NAG(X, τ ) is a
precalculated number.

comparing our six asymmetric algorithms with nine state-of-the-art algorithms. Our
algorithms demonstrate superior performance in almost all settings. In particular, the
IndexChunkTurbo algorithm is shown to be always among the fastest algorithms while
having the smallest index size (with ties) among all the algorithms.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows.

—We introduce a general framework to capture the commonalities of many existing
algorithms that reduce the edit similarity query to set similarity query via signature
schemes. We show the lower bound of the minimum number of signatures is τ + 1
for any signature scheme in the framework.

—We propose three novel asymmetric signature schemes that achieve the lower bound
of the number of signatures on the data string or the query string.

—We design six efficient edit similarity query algorithms, belonging to the IndexChunk
and IndexGram families, together with several novel candidate pruning algorithms.

—Although many algorithms have been proposed in the past decade on edit similarity
queries, to the best of our knowledge, there is no systematic study on their relative
performances. In this article, we conduct a comprehensive experimental study with
nine state-of-the-art algorithms for edit similarity queries. Our proposed algorithms
have been shown to outperform existing ones in terms of speed and index size.
The study also provides a clear picture of the relative performance and space-time
characteristics of different algorithms.

—One of the fastest methods, IndexChunkTurbo, has several salient features, including
ease of implementation and small index size. Therefore we expect it will be the
algorithm of choice for edit similarity queries in practice.

The rest of the article is organized as follows: Section 2 gives the problem definition and
some background information. Section 3 surveys related work. We describe the general
framework that summarizes many signature-based edit similarity query algorithms in
Section 4. We present the basic asymmetric signature scheme and show how to use it
for edit similarity searches in Section 5. We propose several novel candidate pruning
methods in Section 6. We generalize the basic asymmetric scheme into the Super and
Turbo schemes, and describe the resulting algorithms in Section 7. Discussions are
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presented in Section 8. Experimental results are presented and analyzed in Section 9.
Section 10 concludes.

Note that we focus on solving the edit similarity queries exactly in this article.
Although approximate query processing methods that may miss some query results
exist for other similarity metrics (e.g., minhash [Broder et al. 1997] and ATLAS [Zhai
et al. 2011] for Jaccard, LSH [Gionis et al. 1999] and Datar et al. [2004] for L1 and L2
norms, and BLAST [Altschul et al. 1990] for biological sequence alignment score), we
are not aware of any method for edit distance with theoretical guarantees, and it is
likely to be hard [Andoni et al. 2003].

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND PRELIMINARIES

Let � be a finite alphabet of symbols; each symbol is also called a character. A string
S is an ordered array of symbols drawn from �. All subscripts start from 1. The length
of string S is denoted as |S|. Each string S is also assigned an identifier S.id.

Given a string S, a subsequence of S is a string S[p1]S[p2] . . . S[pn], where 1 ≤ pi ≤
|S|,∀1 ≤ i ≤ n and pi < pj if i < j. If it also satisfies the condition pi+1 = pi + 1,∀1 ≤
i ≤ n − 1, then it is a substring.

ed(S, T ) denotes the edit distance between strings S and T , which measures the min-
imum number of edit operations (insertion, deletion, and substitution) to transform S
to T (and vice versa). It can be computed in O(|S||T |) time using the standard dynamic
programming [Wagner and Fischer 1974] or in time O(|S||T |/ log(max(|S|, |T |))) using
Four-Russians’ technique [Masek and Paterson 1980] if the alphabet � is finite. The
threshold edit distance problem with the parameter τ is to return the edit distance
between two strings if it is no more than τ , or at least τ + 1 otherwise. This can be
computed efficiently in O(τ · min(|S|, |T |)) time [Ukkonen 1985a].

Given a set of strings S and a query string Q, an edit similarity search with thresh-
old τ returns all strings S ∈ S such that ed(S, Q) ≤ τ [Gravano et al. 2001]. Many
similarity search queries running in a batch mode result in the edit similarity join
problem [Chaudhuri et al. 2006]. In this article, we call edit similarity searches and
joins collectively as edit similarity queries. In the rest of the article, we assume the edit
distance threshold τ is a constant. We relax this assumption in Section 8.1.

Let Si be a set, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Given a query set Q, the set similarity search with
an overlap threshold t returns all Si such that Si and Q have at least t common
elements. A set similarity join is a batch version of set similarity search. Both of them
are collectively referred to as set similarity queries.

3. RELATED WORK

Given the vast amount of related work, we only survey prior work that is directly
related to edit similarity query in this section. We refer readers to the surveys Navarro
[2001] and Hadjieleftheriou and Srivastava [2011] and tutorials Hadjieleftheriou and
Li [2009] for a more comprehensive coverage.

Similarity searches and joins have been studied for different representations of ob-
jects and similarity/distance functions. In spatial databases where objects are points in
d-dimensional space, a similarity search using the Euclidean distance is just a range
search and can be efficiently supported by R-trees [Guttman 1984] in low-dimensional
spaces and various specialized index data structures in high-dimensional spaces [Zhang
et al. 2004]. Euclidean distance spatial joins in high-dimensional spaces have been
studied in Koudas and Sevcik [2000].

Similarity searches in a metric space are hard and generally require a metric index,
such as M-tree [Ciaccia et al. 1997]. Metric similarity joins based on the triangle
inequality pruning and metric indexes have been proposed [Dohnal et al. 2003a, 2003b].
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Recently much work has been devoted to similarity searches and joins for sets and
strings, including constraints defined using the overlap, Jaccard, cosine, and edit dis-
tance metrics [Gravano et al. 2001; Sarawagi and Kirpal 2004; Chaudhuri et al. 2006;
Bayardo et al. 2007]. Most recently, even more complex similarity metrics are studied,
such as the Bregman divergence [Zhang et al. 2009], Earth Mover’s distance [Xu et al.
2010], mixture of Jaccard similarity and edit distance [Wang et al. 2011].

When edit similarity queries are considered, most existing methods can be classified
into one of the following three categories.

—Gram-based. Traditionally, fixed-length q-grams are widely used for edit similarity
search or join queries, because the count filtering is very effective in pruning candi-
dates [Gravano et al. 2001]. Together with prefix filtering [Chaudhuri et al. 2006],
the count filtering can also be implemented efficiently. Filters based on mismatching
q-grams are proposed to further speed up the query processing [Xiao et al. 2008].
Variable-length grams are also proposed [Li et al. 2007; Yang et al. 2008], which
can be easily integrated into other algorithms and help to achieve better perfor-
mance. Several list-merging methods are proposed by Li et al. [2008] to improve
merge efficiency by skipping elements when probing inverted lists. Hadjieleftheriou
et al. [2008] adapts the well-known threshold algorithm to efficiently find elements
appearing several times in multiple lists.

—Tree-based. A trie-based approach for edit similarity searches has been proposed in
Chaudhuri and Kaushik [2009]. It builds a trie for the dataset and supports edit
similarity searches by incrementally probing the trie. Wang et al. [2010] introduce
a trie-based method to support edit similarity joins efficiently via subtrie pruning
techniques. Zhang et al. [2010] propose a B+-tree index structure named Bed-tree to
support edit similarity queries through transforming strings into implicit digits and
inserting them into a standard B+-tree.

—Enumeration-based. Neighborhood generation-based methods enumerate all possi-
ble strings that are within τ edit distance from data strings. While a naı̈ve enumera-
tion method only works in theory, recent proposals use deletion neighborhood [Bocek
et al. 2007]. To deal with larger edit distance thresholds, partitioning is first used
in Wang et al. [2009] and then in Li et al. [2011a] to ensure two similar strings
have at least one partition whose edit distance is at most 1 and 0, respectively.
PartEnum [Arasu et al. 2006] performs enumeration based on partitions of the alpha-
bet � and the strings. WHAM [Li et al. 2011b] enumerates all the distinct patterns
that match l out of the f contiguous q-grams and build inverted indexes on the
instances of these enumerated patterns.

Our proposed methods generally belong to the gram-based approach. However, unlike
all existing methods, our scheme uses different methods to extract different signatures
from data strings and the query string. Another difference lies in the number of signa-
tures generated for the query processing purpose. Our methods attain the lower bound
on the minimum signature size. Nonetheless, we compare our proposed methods with
representative methods from all three categories in our experiment (Section 9).

Similarity searches or joins are usually much more costly than equality searches or
joins. Even the latest exact similarity computation algorithms might be insufficient
for huge amount of data or in applications with a stringent time requirement. There-
fore, another rich body of related work is to answer similarity queries approximately.
The most influential works are those based on LSH [Gionis et al. 1999; Broder 1997;
Charikar 2002] and its improvements [Bawa et al. 2005; Lv et al. 2007; Li and König
2010]. There are also approximate methods based on heuristics [Chowdhury et al. 2002;
Theobald et al. 2008] or hashing [Stein 2007].
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We note that several works [Navarro and Baeza-Yates 1998; Navarro and Salmela
2009] have used a similar idea to our IndexGram and IndexGramSuper algorithms,
namely, the query string is divided into multiple substrings and each substring is used
to probe an index. The major differences are: (1) we fixed the length of substring to
q while they fix the number of substrings to τ + 1; (2) thanks to prefix filtering, our
methods only need to process rare substrings; (3) we have better filtering algorithms
to further remove the candidates; (4) thanks to the skip indexes, our cost estimation is
more accurate. We show that IndexGram substantially outperforms these methods in
the experiment (Section 9.1.6).

Behm et al. [2011] propose an inverted index organization which first divides the
data strings into several partitions according to their lengths, and then builds a sep-
arate inverted index on each partition. A similar idea has been hinted in other work
too [Arasu et al. 2006]. The skip index we will propose in this work effectively performs
length partitioning at a finer level of granularity. As a result, it incurs smaller space
overhead and also enables us to estimate candidate sizes more accurately.

4. A CONTENT SIGNATURE-BASED FRAMEWORK FOR EDIT SIMILARITY QUERIES

In this section, we develop a general framework for exact edit similarity queries which
captures many existing methods for the problem. We identify a lower bound of the
minimum number of signatures for any scheme in this framework, and show that the
gap has not been reached by previous methods. This motivates us to develop asymmetric
signature schemes that can reach the lower bound in Sections 5 and 7.

In the rest of the article, we focus on edit similarity searches. The techniques can be
directly applied to the edit similarity joins too. We omit the details but just evaluate
the join version of our methods in the experimental study (Section 9.1.7).

4.1. The Signature-Based Framework

Given a string, we define its signature as one of its nonempty subsequences. A signature
scheme extracts a set of such signatures from a string. Many of the existing edit sim-
ilarity query processing methods essentially reduce the edit similarity query problem
with edit distance threshold τ to a set similarity query problem with overlap threshold
of t. They can be described in the following general signature-based framework.

—(Indexing). A set of signatures is extracted by a signature scheme for every data
string, and these signatures are indexed by an inverted index. The number of signa-
tures extracted per string S is generally a function of the threshold τ and the string
S, and is denoted as λ(τ, S).

—(Query Processing). When a query Q arrives, �(τ, Q) signatures are extracted using
the same signature scheme from the query. Every signature is probed against the
inverted index and the returned inverted lists are merged to form the candidates.
The overlap threshold t is generally a function of τ , the query string, and the data
string, and is denoted as LB(τ, S, Q). Candidates that have no less than LB(τ, S, Q)
common signatures with the query will be verified using the threshold edit distance
computation procedure [Ukkonen 1985b]. Additional pruning, such as positional
filtering [Gravano et al. 2001] and mismatch filtering [Xiao et al. 2008], can also be
used to reduce the number of verifications.

As such, we can refer to a signature scheme using a triplet 〈 λ(τ, S),�(τ, Q), LB(τ, S,
Q) 〉. In general, λ(τ, S) is not equal to �(τ, Q), and the scheme is referred to as an
asymmetric signature scheme; otherwise, it is called a symmetric signature scheme.
Another classification is based on the types of signatures a scheme allows, and we
have two overlapping classes: subsequence signature schemes and substring signature
schemes; the former allow signatures to be any subsequence of string S, and the latter
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limit the signatures to be substrings of S. It is obvious that the latter are a special case
of the former.

The aforesaid signature-based framework encompasses many of the existing meth-
ods, including q-grams [Gravano et al. 2001], VGRAMs [Li et al. 2007], and signatures
generated by enumeration [Wang et al. 2009]. See the following example and Table I
for more detail.

Example 4.1. A q-gram is a substring of length q extracted from a given string. The
q-gram-based signature scheme pads q − 1 special characters $ to both Q and S and
generates all their q-grams. It is shown that if two strings are within edit distance τ ,
their q-grams sets must have at least max(|S|, |Q|) − qτ common signatures [Gravano
et al. 2003]. Hence, this method can be characterized as 〈 |S|, |Q|, max(|S|, |Q|) − qτ 〉.

A k-deletion variant of string S is essentially a subsequence of a sequence formed
by by deleting up to k characters from S. Therefore, S has

∑τ
i=0( |S|

i ) = O(|S|τ ) τ -
deletion variants. FastSS extracts all the τ -deletion variants of Q and S to form their
signature sets, respectively [Bocek et al. 2007]. It can be shown that their signature
sets should have at least one common element. Hence, this method can be characterized
as 〈 O(|S|τ ), O(|Q|τ ), 1 〉.
4.2. Reduction via Prefix Filtering

The prefix filtering method, originally proposed in Chaudhuri et al. [2006], is a generic
technique to speed up query processing for set overlap queries with a threshold of t.

Given a universe U and a global order O for all elements in the universe, the θ -prefix
of a set U , denoted as θ -prefix(U ), is the set of first θ elements of U when all elements
in U are ordered according to O.

THEOREM 4.2 (PREFIX FILTERING, LEMMA 1 IN CHAUDHURI ET AL. [2006]). Consider two
sets U and V sorted according to a global order O. If |U ∩ V | ≥ t, then (|U | − t +
1)-prefix(U ) ∩ (|V | − t + 1)-prefix(V ) 	= ∅.

By applying the prefix filtering technique, we show in the following lemma that we
can derive a new signature scheme where fewer signatures are generated from both
data and query strings as long as the minimum of overlap threshold of the original
scheme is larger than 1.

LEMMA 4.3. Given a signature scheme 〈 λ(τ, S),�(τ, Q), LB(τ, S, Q) 〉 for exact edit
similarity search, there exists another signature scheme 〈 λ(τ, S) − LB(τ, S, Q) +
1,�(τ, Q) − LB(τ, S, Q), 1 〉 such that for any query Q, all candidates produced by the
original scheme are a subset of candidates produced by the new scheme.

PROOF. We can explicitly construct the new signature scheme as follows.

—Define an arbitrary total order for all possible signatures of the original scheme.
—Given the λ(τ, S) signatures generated by the original scheme for a data string S,

we only keep its (λ(τ, S) − LB(τ, S, Q) + 1)-prefix as the signature of the new scheme
for S.

—Given the �(τ, Q) signatures generated by the original scheme for a query string Q,
we only keep its (�(τ, Q) − LB(τ, S, Q) + 1)-prefix as the signature of the new scheme
for Q.

According to Theorem 4.2, all candidates generated by the original scheme are con-
tained in the candidates generated by the new scheme.

The benefit of applying the preceding lemma is the reduction of both index size and
candidate size. Since each string contributes fewer number of signatures to be indexed,
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the total number of postings in the inverted index is reduced proportionally, hence
contributing to a smaller index. Let’s consider the candidates which are retrieved by
probing query signatures from the inverted index. Since the signatures of the query
in the new scheme are a proper subset of those in the original scheme, the candidate
size of the new scheme is no larger than that of the original scheme. Note that the
pruning based on the set overlap threshold using LB(τ, S, Q) can still be applied on the
candidates of the new scheme and this will be give exactly the same set of candidates
of the original scheme.

4.3. Minimum Signature Number and Its Lower Bound

Given a signature scheme 〈 λ(τ, S),�(τ, Q), LB(τ, S, Q) 〉, we define its minimum signa-
ture number as min(λ(τ, S),�(τ, Q)).

We are interested in finding out the lower bound of minimum signature number for
any signature scheme in the framework. This is interesting for the following reasons.

—As shown in Table I, existing signature schemes have very different minimum sig-
nature numbers. It is natural to ask what is the lower bound given the edit distance
threshold τ . In addition, such a lower bound sheds light on the available room for
improvement for new signature schemes.

—If a signature scheme achieves the lower bound on the data strings, this means
minimum number of signatures are indexed for the problem and this leads to the
smallest inverted index in terms of total size of postings. A query processing method
with a small index size is useful in situations where memory size is limited.

—If a signature scheme achieves the lower bound on the query string, it will probe
the inverted index for the fewest number of times. As long as the signature scheme
can also ensure good selectivity of the signatures indexed on the data strings, this
is likely to lead to a small candidate size, and subsequently fast query processing
speed. Indeed, this is achieved by the query processing algorithms to be proposed in
this work.

In the rest of this subsection, we give a lower bound of minimum signature number
for any scheme in the signature-based framework. Technical details of the proof can be
found in Section A.1 in the Appendix.

THEOREM 4.4 (LOWER BOUND OF MINIMUM SIGNATURE NUMBER). The minimum signa-
ture number of any subsequence signature scheme is at least τ + 1, if τ < |�| − 1.

PROOF. See Appendix A.1.

If we confine ourselves to substring signature schemes, we can have a stronger result.

COROLLARY 4.5. The minimum signature size of any substring signature scheme is at
least τ + 1, if τ < (|�| − 1)lmin + lmin − 1, where lmin is the minimum substring length of
the signatures generated by the scheme.

PROOF. See Appendix A.2.

We summarize the minimum signature number for existing schemes in Table I. As we
can see from the table, many of the signature numbers of existing schemes are far from
the lower bound τ + 1. It is natural to ask whether there exists a signature scheme for
exact edit similarity queries that achieves the minimum signature number of τ +1.1 In

1Note that if we use q = 1, Ed-Join can achieve the minimum signature size of τ +1. However, its performance
with 1-grams is likely to be unacceptable in practice due to the bad selectivity of 1-grams. Also Li et al. [2011a]
was published after the conference of this article.
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the next few sections, we show that this can be achieved by novel asymmetric signature
schemes.

Discussions. There are query processing methods that are not covered by the preced-
ing framework. For example, Kahveci and Singh [2001] propose to extract a statistical
summary of a string in the form of a frequency vector, which is a vector of |�| counters,
and the i-th counter records the number of occurrences of character σi in the string.
Then the edit similarity search problem with threshold τ is reduced to a L1 distance
range search centered at the query’s frequency vector and with a range of 2τ . As an-
other example, Wang et al. [2010] index the data strings in a trie and perform shared
edit distance computation on the trie.

5. Q -CHARS: AN ASYMMETRIC SIGNATURE SCHEME

In this section, we propose asymmetric signature schemes for edit similarity searches
with threshold τ . By incorporating prefix filtering, we arrive at two new signature
schemes that generate only τ + 1 signatures for data strings or the query string,
respectively. We focus on in-memory implementation when describing algorithms.

5.1. q-Chars-Based Signature Scheme

The idea of our q-chars-based signature scheme is to extract q-grams from one string
as signatures and extract q-chunks from another string as signatures. q-chunks are
just substrings of length q that start at 1 + i · q positions in the string.2 In other words,
all q-chunks of a string S (called the q-chunk set and denoted as cq(S)) form a disjoint
yet complete partitioning of S. To make sure the last q-chunk has exactly q characters,
we append q − (|S| mod q) special character $ to the end of S.

The q-gram set of a string S is its all length q substrings (denoted as gq(S)). In order
to make sure every character in S has a corresponding q-gram, we pad q − 1 special
characters $ to the end of S.

We call both q-gram and q-chunk signatures q-chars if there is no need to distin-
guish between them. Note that due to the use of position filtering, if two signatures
from the same string are literally identical (e.g., gram), we still treat them as two
different signatures (e.g., gram1 and gram2), as they come from different positions in
the string [Chaudhuri et al. 2006]. We say a q-chars is destroyed by an edit operation
if the edit operation changes the q-chars’s content; otherwise, we say the q-chars is
preserved.

Example 5.1. Consider the example in Figure 1. The data string S differs from the
query string Q by deleting the character c. Note that we deliberately added spaces
between characters in the strings and S’s first two 3-grams, for ease of illustration
only.

Now consider the three 3-chunks of Q. Note that these three 3-chunks can be deemed
as samples of 3-grams of Q. If Q = S, each of the 3-chunks will have a match in S’s
3-gram set. Since in fact there is a deletion within the range of the first 3-chunk, its
corresponding 3-grams in S will be destroyed. However, since there is no edit operation
within the ranges of the rest of the 3-chunks, their corresponding 3-grams are still
preserved (albeit their offset in S might change by up to τ ).

Since the q-chunks are disjoint partitions of the string Q, any edit operation can
occur in at most one q-chunk. Therefore, any string S within edit distance of 1 from
Q will preserve 3 − 1 = 2 q-chunks of Q. This is exactly the lower bound of one of our
q-chars-based signature schemes.

2Note that position starts from 1.
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Fig. 1. The q-chars signature scheme example (q = 3).

The following theorem formally gives the lower bound for the q-chars-based signature
scheme.

THEOREM 5.2 (LOWER BOUND OF COMMON SIGNATURES). Let S and Qbe two strings such
that ed(S, Q) ≤ τ . Then the following inequalities hold.

|{ (g, c) | g = c, g ∈ gq(S), c ∈ cq(Q) }| ≥ �|Q|/q� − τ.

|{ (g, c) | g = c, g ∈ gq(Q), c ∈ cq(S) }| ≥ �|S|/q� − τ.

PROOF. We prove the first inequality and the second holds by symmetry. We say two
signatures match if they are literally identical.

Let k = �|Q|/q�. k is the number of q-chunks for Q. Consider applying the edit
operations from Q to S step by step. Before applying any edit operation, all k q-chunks
have matching q-grams. Based on the position of each subsequent edit operation,
we assign it to one of the q-chunks. For substitution, it is the q-chunk the modified
character belongs to. For insertion, it is the q-chunk that the character preceding the
inserted character belongs to. For deletion, it is the q-chunk that the deleted character
belongs to. Hence, by the pigeon hole principle, with at most τ edit operations, there
are at least k − τ q-chunks that have matching q-grams from S.

We can further strengthen Theorem 5.2 by attaching the position information to
each signature (i.e., q-grams or q-chunks). The position of a signature is the position
of its first character in the string. We define two positional signatures, u and v, to be
matching (with respect to τ ), if and only if u.sig = v.sig and |u.pos − v.pos| ≤ τ . We can
replace the equality test between two (positional) signatures with the test of whether
they match each other in Theorem 5.2 to obtain the following lemma.

LEMMA 5.3. Theorem 5.2 still holds when all signatures are positional signatures
and the equality test between two signatures is replaced with matching test between two
positional signatures.

5.2. IndexChunk and IndexGram

There are two ways to apply the asymmetric q-chars signature scheme to edit
similarity searches. Let a string in the dataset be S and the query string be Q. One
way is to extract and index q-grams for all S in the database, and use q-chunks of
Q as Q’s signatures (as shown in Example 5.1). We call this method naı̈veIndexGram,
which exploits the first inequality of Theorem 5.2. Another way is to extract and index
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Table II. Worst-Case Signature Sizes of q-Chars-Based Methods

λ(τ, S) Signatures �(τ, Q) Signatures Overlap Threshold
Method for Data (S) for Query (Q) (LB(τ, S, Q))

Naı̈ve IndexChunk �|S|/q� q-chunks |Q| q-grams �|S|/q� − τ

IndexChunk τ + 1 q-chunks |Q| − (�(|Q| − τ )/q� −
τ ) + 1 q-grams

1

Naı̈ve IndexGram |S| q-grams �|Q|/q� q-chunks �|Q|/q� − τ

IndexGram |S| − (�(|S| − τ )/q� −
τ ) + 1 q-grams

τ + 1 q-chunks 1

q-chunks for strings in the database and use q-grams for the query string. This method
is called naı̈ve IndexChunk., which exploits the second inequality of Theorem 5.2.

Theorem 5.2 essentially gives us the count filtering for q-chars-based signature
scheme. In the same spirit as Lemma 4.3, by incorporating the prefix filtering, we
can obtain a new signature scheme that generates fewer signatures.

For naı̈ve IndexGram, the lower bound of common signatures is �|Q|/q� − τ . As the
number of q-grams generated for S is |S|, the prefixes for the data strings should be its
first |S|−(�|Q|/q�−τ )+1 q-grams; since |Q| ≥ |S|−τ (due to the length filtering [Gravano
et al. 2001]), the prefixes are the first |S| − (�(|S| − τ )/q� − τ ) + 1 q-grams. The number
of q-chunks generated for Q is �|Q|/q�, and the prefix for the query string is its first
�|Q|/q� − (�|Q|/q� − τ ) + 1 = τ + 1 q-chunks. We call this method IndexGram.

Similarly, we can apply the prefix filtering-based reduction to the naı̈ve IndexChunk
to derive the IndexChunk method, which has a prefix length of τ + 1 for data strings,
while its prefix length for the query string is |Q| − (�(|Q| − τ )/q� − τ ) + 1.

Both IndexGram and IndexChunk have minimum signature size as τ + 1. Hence both
schemes are optimal according to Theorem 4.4. We list the detailed signature sizes for
the proposed algorithms in Table II.

5.3. Query Preprocessing Algorithm

Preprocessing. In the preprocessing phase, we convert each data string into its cor-
responding signature set. Since we employ prefix filtering in both of our methods,
an appropriate subset of signatures are further indexed using the inverted file. This
process is illustrated in Algorithm 1.

ALGORITHM 1: Preprocess+Index (S, τ , O)
Data: S is the set of strings to be indexed. O is a global ordering of signatures.

1 for each string S ∈ S do
2 sigs ← the signature set of string S;
3 prefix sigs ← the first λ(τ, S) signatures from sigs ordered by O;
4 for each signature sig ∈ prefix sigs do
5 I[sig] ← I[sig] ∪ (S.id, S.pos);

The inverted index maps a q-chars signature into a list of strings such that the
q-chars signature is among their prefix signatures. Each entry in the postings list
consists of (id, pos), where id is the string ID, and pos is the starting position of the
signature in the string id.

Answering Queries. We illustrate the edit similarity search algorithm in Algorithm 2.
The algorithm has two phases.

—In the first candidate generation phase (lines 1–7), it generates signatures for Q and
uses the appropriate prefix signatures to probe the index and generate candidates.
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Fig. 2. IndexChunk example.

ALGORITHM 2: EditSimilarityQuery (R, τ )
Data: Q is the query string; I is an inverted index.

1 sigs ← signatures of Q;
2 prefix sigs ← the first �(τ, Q) signatures of sigs;
3 candidates ← ∅;
4 for each signature sig ∈ prefix sigs do
5 for each S ∈ I[sig] do
6 if S.id /∈ candidates and |S.len − |Q|| ≤ τ and |S.pos − sig.pos| ≤ τ then
7 candidates ← candidates ∪ {S.id};

8 for each candidate string S ∈ candidates do
9 if 2ndPhaseFilter(S, Q, τ ) then

10 if Verify(Q, S, τ ) then
11 output S;

For each candidate S returned from the inverted index probing, we apply length
filtering and position filtering in line 6.

—The second phase is in lines 8–11. We apply a second phase filtering to each candidate
to further reduce the number of candidates that have to be verified by the costly edit
distance calculation (line 10). We defer the discussion of the details to Section 6.
For now, we can think basic count filtering (due to Theorem 5.2) is applied here.
If a candidate string passes the second phase filtering, its edit distance with Q is
calculated and compared with the threshold in line 10.

Example 5.4. Consider running the IndexChunk method on the data and query
strings in Figure 2. We consider q = 2 and τ = 1. Figure 2(a) shows al the 2-chunks
and 2-grams.

The lower bounds calculated for each Si according to Theorem 5.2 are 3, 2, 2, re-
spectively. If we naı̈vely intersect Q’s 2-gram set with Si ’s 2-chunk set, we obtain the
intersection sizes as 1, 2, 2, respectively. However, if we use positional 2-grams and
2-chunks, the intersection sizes will be 1, 2, 0, respectively.

Now consider using prefix filtering in the IndexChunk method. We will just use the
dictionary order as the global order O, for example, ab ≺ cd. Since the prefix length for
all strings is just τ + 1 = 2, we only need to index the prefix 2-chunks (cells with green
background). The inverted index built for the prefix is shown in Figure 2(b).

Given the query’s 2-grams, we only use its prefix signatures, which are the first
5 signatures (cells with red background) according to O. Probing these prefix sig-
natures against the inverted index will give us candidate {S2} for cd and {S1} for
ef. Note that although S3 is in ab’s postings list, since the two signatures’ positions are
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more than 1 position away, S3 is not added to the candidate set. The same holds for the
S3 entry in cd’s postings list.

6. ADVANCED FILTERING

In this section, we consider several alternative ways to implement the second phase
filtering. We first introduce the naı̈ve count filtering method and illustrate its tendency
of overestimating the number of matches. We then propose a dynamic programming-
based algorithm that computes the maximum number of valid matches and use it for
more effective count filtering. We also design another dynamic programming-based
algorithm that performs filtering directly by estimating a lower bound of the edit
distance for a candidate pair.

6.1. Naı̈ve Count Filtering

Line 9 of Algorithm 2 calls the function 2ndPhaseFilter to calculate the number of
signatures shared by the data string and the query string. The naı̈ve way to implement
this function is given in Algorithm 3. It first loads the signatures of Q and S and
counts the number of common signatures. Since the number of q-grams is almost
always larger than the number of q-chunks, therefore, we always iterate over the
q-chunks, probing the longer q-gram set to find a match (lines 6–7). The criteria of
a match are: (1) the signatures have the same string content, and (2) their positions
are within τ from each other (line 13). Since the signatures are both sorted first by
their global order and then their positions in the string, we can use the binary search
(line 7). It is possible that the same q-gram appears multiple times in a string, hence
we need to collect all such matches (lines 13–15). We only admit the candidates whose
number of matches reach the Lower Bound (LB) of common signatures (line 16) to edit
distance verification. Overall, the algorithm has a time complexity of O( |Q|

q · log |S|)
(for IndexGram) or O( |S|

q · log |Q|) (for IndexChunk).

ALGORITHM 3: Naı̈veCountFilter (Q, S, τ )
1 Load the signatures of Q and S ; /* both sorted on (order, pos) */
2 gsigs ← the q-gram signatures of S (resp. Q);
3 csigs ← the q-chunk signatures of Q (resp. S);
4 mismatch ← 0; M ← ∅;
5 LB ← �|Q|/q� − τ (resp. �|S|/q� − τ );
6 for each q-chunk signature chunk ∈ csigs do
7 match ← BinarySearch(gsigs, chunk);
8 if match = nil then
9 mismatch ← mismatch + 1;

10 if mismatch > |csigs| − LB then
11 return (false,∅)

12 else
13 while match 	= nil and match = chunk and |chunk.pos − match.pos| ≤ τ do
14 M ← M ∪ (chunk, match);
15 match ← next(match) ; /* move to the next q-gram signature */

16 f ← |M| ≥ LB;
17 return ( f, M)

An optimization we inject into the algorithm is to keep track of the number of
q-chunks that are not matched so far (in the variable mismatch). If the mismatch num-
ber is larger than total number of q-chunks less the lower bound, we can immediately
prune the candidate pair (lines 9–11).
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Fig. 3. Illustrating candidate matches for Example 6.2 (τ = 2).

6.2. Maximum Valid Matching Filtering

Algorithm 3 returns M—a list of matches. As will be explained shortly, not all of them
could be valid matches, hence we call them candidate matches.

We can model M as a bipartite graph (U ∪V, E) as follows: every q-chunk correspond
to a node in U and every q-gram corresponding to a node in V , and a matching
q-chunk and q-gram correspond to an edge between the corresponding nodes. Next is
an example.

Example 6.1. Consider the IndexGram method with q = 2, and the data string S
and the query string Q in Figure 3. There are 5 candidate matches, as marked by
5 edges between the respective 2-grams (green rectangles) and 2-chunks (green
ellipses).

Algorithm 3 simply compares the size of candidate matches with the lower bound
to determine if the current candidate pair needs to be further verified or not (see
Algorithm 2). This may admit false positives as shown in the following example.

Example 6.2. Consider the same example in Figure 3. Algorithm 3 will return
5 candidate matches, and hence the pair will be deemed as candidate pair.

However, we can find instances of three types of conflicting edges.

—Multiple Matching (MM). Edges M[2] and M[3] both stem from the second chunk
of Q.

—Overlapping Matching (OM). Edges M[1] and M[2] indicate that the first two chunks
of Q are mapped to two overlapping bigrams of S.

—Cross Matching (CM). Edges M[4] and M[5] cross each other.

The following theorem further improves Lemma 5.3 by considering all sets of matching
edges such that it does not contain any instance of MM, OM, or CM conflict.

THEOREM 6.3. Let Algorithm 3 return a set of matches M. Lemma 5.3 still holds if
we only consider the maximum subset of M such that there is no instance of MM, OM,
or CM conflict.

PROOF. Recall the proof of Theorem 5.2. First, we start with two strings X and Y .
Initially, X = Y = Q. As such, all the q-chunks of X correspond to exactly the one
q-gram in Y that has the same offset, and we call it true matches. We construct an
initial bipartite graph between the q-grams and q-chunks with �|Q|/q� edges for these
true matches, and call these edges true match edges. In this initial graph, every edge
satisfies three properties.

—Exclusiveness. Each q-gram of the edge (i.e., in Y ) corresponds to one and only one
q-chunk.

—Disjoint. Each q-chunk of the edge (i.e., in X) corresponds to one and only one q-gram.
—No-crossing. No two true match edges cross each other.
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It is easy to see that each individual edit operation destroys at most one true match
edge, but does not affect any other edge. Therefore, the three properties still hold
for the preserved true match edges, and this gives us the count filter lower bound of
�|Q|/q�−τ if τ edit operations are applied. The other situation where the initial setting
is X = Y = S can be proved in a similar way.

Therefore, if the edit distance between Q and S is no more than τ , all the matches
returned from Algorithm 3 must contain a subset of edges of size at least �|Q|/q� − τ
for IndexGram (or �|S|/q� − τ for IndexChunk) such that there is no MM, OM, or CM
instance. Therefore, if the maximum subset of M with none of the three types of
conflicts is smaller than the respective count filtering threshold, then there does not
exist a sequence of at most τ edit operations that can transform Q to S.

Example 6.4. Continue Example 6.2. The maximum subset of matches without any
conflict is three (edges M[1], M[3], and M[4]).

With Theorem 6.3, the algorithmic problem is essentially finding largest subset of
nonconflicting edges in one graph. Note that approximate solutions stemmed from
unconstrained maximum graph matching cannot be used here to prune candidate
pairs.

Hence, we design the following dynamic programming-based algorithm to calculate
the maximum matching number while observing the constraint. Assume the edges
in the candidate match list M are sorted in ascending order of the starting positions
of the q-chunks. In case two edges share the same q-chunk starting positions,
the one with the smaller q-gram starting position is put first to break tie (see Figure 3
for an example). We call a match a valid match with respect to a set of matches if it
does not conflict with any of the matches in that set. Let opt[i] record the maximum
number of valid matches if the i-th edge in M is a valid match and there is no more
valid match after i. In order to calculate opt[i], we need to find the last valid match
edge (M[ j]) before the current one (M[i]). Once such an M[ j] is found, opt[i] should
be opt[ j] + 1. A straightforward formulation would consider all preceding matches,
that is, 1 ≤ j < i. However, since we have the Lower Bound (LB) on the number of
q-chunks (hence the number of edges) that must be matched, we only need to consider
l preceding edges, where l = |M| − LB+ 1. This is because if the last valid match edge
is before M[i − l], there will be at most LB − 1 edges that can be matched, hence the
candidate pair cannot satisfy the lower bound and should be discarded.

We also need to consider if the current edge and the last valid match edge violate any
of the three constraints. We say the two edges are compatible if they do not conflict. We
use a binary decision function δ(ei, e j) to encode this test, where δ(ei, e j) = 1 iff ei and e j
are compatible, and 0 otherwise. Given an edge e, denote its two vertices as e.gramand
e.chunk, respectively. Two edges ei and e j (i > j) are compatible if ei.chunk 	= e j .chunk
and ei.gram ≥ e j .gram+ q. The first test rules out MM and the second test rules out
OM and CM (since ei.chunk ≥ e j .chunk). We let M[0] be compatible with any other edge.

Therefore, the final recursive formula is as follows.
{

opt[k] = max|M|−LB+1
i=1 {δ(M[k], M[k − i]) · opt[k − i]} + 1

opt[0] = 0

The recursive formula can be easily transformed into an efficient dynamic program-
ming algorithm by filling out the opt[i] values with i ranging from 1 to |M|. The overall
maximum number of valid matches can be found from the last l elements of opt. If this
number is less than LB, we can safely rule out this candidate pair.
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ALGORITHM 4: DPTrueMatches (Q, S, τ )
Data: M′ is all the candidate matches appended with a virtual omni-compatible edge

1 opt[0] ← 0;
2 for k = 1 to |M| do
3 max = −∞;
4 for i = 1 to min(k, |M| − LB+ 1) do
5 if δ(M[k], M[k − i]) and opt[k − i] > max then
6 max ← opt[k − i] + 1;

7 opt[k] ← max;

8 return max|M|
i=LB(opt[i])

Example 6.5. Consider the example in Figure 3, the opt array when k = 5 is: [0,
1, 1, 2, 3, ]. To calculate opt[5], we need to consider its |M|− LB +1 = 4 preceding
edges. Among them, only M[2] and M[1] are compatible with M[5]. Hence opt[5] =
max(opt[2], opt[1]) + 1 = 2. Therefore, the opt array becomes [0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 2]. The
final result is max|M|

i=LB(opt[i]) = 3.

The algorithm has a time complexity of O(|M|(|M| − LB)). In the worst case, M is
O( τ |A|

q ), where A = Q for IndexGram or A = S for IndexChunk. Thus the time complexity

of the algorithm becomes O( τ 2|A|2
q2 ), which is likely to be more expensive than edit

distance verification (O(τ ·min(|S|, |Q|))). However, such worst case almost never occurs
in practice; instead, we found that |M| − LB is typically a very small constant c. Under
the constant assumption, the complexity becomes O( c

q · |A|), hence better than direct
threshold edit distance verification. Note that it is also easy to dynamically choose direct
threshold edit distance verification if our algorithm detects a large |M| − LB value.

6.3. Error Estimation-Based Filtering

Another way to prune a candidate pair is to estimate a lower bound of the edit errors.
Assume that we have obtained a set of valid matches. This immediately gives us an

alignment of the two strings. With the positions of the valid matches, we can estimate
the lower bound on the number of edit operations that result in this alignment. We
observe that the alignment which yields the edit distance of the two strings must
involve at least one valid match, otherwise none of the τ + 1 q-chunks matches and
hence at least τ + 1 edit operations occur. Instead of seeking the alignment which
yields the edit distance, our idea is to find the alignment that: (1) involves at least
one valid match; and (2) has the minimum value of lower bound estimates. If the
lower bound is larger than τ , the candidate can be discarded. We propose a dynamic
programming-based algorithm to efficiently calculate this lower bound, thus saving us
from a brute-force enumeration.

Estimating Edit Errors. First, we look at how to estimate a lower bound of edit
operations for a particular alignment.

Example 6.6. Assume we select edges 1 and 5 from Figure 3 as valid matches.
This corresponds to an alignment shown in Figure 4. Consider the substrings (yellow
shaded) between the two valid matches bc and cd. On one hand, the number of edits
must be at least the difference of the two substrings’ lengths (in this example, 4 − 1 =
3). On the other hand, we know the second and the third q-chunks of Q (cd and ab) are
not matched, hence entailing edit distance of at least two. Therefore, the lower bound
of edit operations is finally estimated as max(3, 2) = 3.
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Fig. 4. Illustrating the error estimation method.

Hence, we define the function ed est(ei, e j) (i < j) that estimates the lower bound of
edit distance of two substrings obtained respectively by slicing edges ei and e j on the
data and query strings as: ed est(ei, e j) = max(α, β), where α captures the difference of
substring lengths and β captures the number of q-chunks not matched, that is,

α = |(e j .chunk.pos − ei.chunk.pos) − (e j .gram.pos − ei.gram.pos)|,
β = e j .chunk.pos − ei.chunk.pos

q
− 1.

Special care needs to be taken for the first and the last edges. ed est(0, ei) estimates
edits from the start of two strings to the edge ei and ed est(ei, nil) estimates edits from
the edge ei to the end of two strings.

Consider an alignment with k valid matches in the general case. It divides both
strings into k + 1 disjoint partitions. It can be shown that the sum of estimated edit
operations in each partition is also a lower bound of the edit distance between two
strings.

Computing the Minimum Value of the Lower Bounds. Given an edge M[i] as the
current edge and a valid match, it aligns q-chunks and q-grams to the left of itself. We
denote the minimum value of lower bounds for such a partial alignment as opt[i]. We
can obtain the following recursive formula.

opt[k] = |M|−LB+1
min
i=1

{opt[k − i] + ed est(k − i, i)} (1)

We design a dynamic programming-based algorithm to calculate the lower bound of
the edit distance for a candidate pair (Algorithm 5). It is very similar to Algorithm 4,
with the main difference that we calculate the minimum value of lower bound estimates
(according to Eq. (1)) and store it in the variable min. The minimum lower bound is
equal to the match ranging from M[LB] to M[|M|] whose opt value plus the error
estimation to the end of strings are the smallest. If this error is over τ , we could prune
this candidate pair. The time complexity of the algorithm is O(|M|(|M| − LB)).

Example 6.7. Consider the example in Figure 3. The opt array when k = 5 is: [0,
1, 1, 2, 2, ]. To calculate opt[5], we need to consider its |M|− LB+1 = 4 preceding

ALGORITHM 5: DPErrEsti (Q, S, τ )
Data: M is all the candidate matches appended with a virtual omni-compatible edge

1 opt[0] ← 0;
2 for k = 1 to |M| do
3 min = ∞;
4 for i = 1 to min(k, |M| − LB+ 1) do
5 if δ(M[k], M[k − i]) and opt[k − i] + ed est(k − i, i) < min then
6 min ← opt[k − i] + ed est(k − i, i);

7 opt[k] = min;

8 return min|M|
i=LB(opt[i] + ed est(M[i], nil))
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edges. Among them, only M[2] and M[1] are compatible with M[5]. Hence opt[5] =
min{opt[2]+ed est(M[2], M[5]), opt[1]+ed est(M[1], M[5])} = 2. Therefore the opt array
becomes [0, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2]. The final result is: min|M|

i=LB(opt[i]+ed est(M[i], nil)) = 3.

7. NEW FAMILIES OF ASYMMETRIC SIGNATURE SCHEMES BASED
ON FLOATING Q -CHUNKS

7.1. Floating q-Chunks

The essence of the proof of Theorem 5.2 is the use of the disjoint partitioning scheme
of one string and the pigeon hole principle. We can further generalize the q-chars
signature scheme proposed in Section 5 (it will be referred to as the basic asymmetric
scheme hereafter) by considering any set of q-grams such that: (a) they do not overlap
with each other, and (b) the size of the set is no less than τ + 1. In other words, we
remove the restriction that q-chunks have to start from 1 + i · q positions (i = 1, 2, . . .).
As a result, we name them floating q-chunks. In the rest of the article, we also call
them simply q-chunks if there is no need to distinguish between them.

We have the following generalized theorem relating the edit distance threshold with
the number of matching floating q-chunks.

THEOREM 7.1. Given a set of n (n ≥ τ + 1) nonoverlapping floating q-chunks of string
A, and the set of all q-grams of another string B. If ed(A, B) ≤ τ , then the number of
matching q-chunks is at least n − τ .

COROLLARY 7.2. Let ed(A, B) ≤ τ and C(A) be any set of τ + 1 nonoverlapping
q-chunks of A, and G(B) be the set of all q-grams of B. Then at least one q-chunk in C(A)
will match with a q-gram in G(B), that is, C(A) ∩ G(B) 	= ∅.

Theorem 7.1 and Corollary 7.2 give rise to several enhanced asymmetric signa-
ture schemes and their corresponding query processing algorithms for edit similarity
queries.

7.2. The Offset-i Scheme

A simple scheme that exploits Theorem 7.1 is the offset-i scheme, which considers the
set of floating q-chunks whose starting positions pos satisfy the following condition:
pos ∈ [1, |S|] ∧ (pos − 1) mod q = i. The basic q-chars scheme can be simply deemed as
the offset-0 scheme. Obviously, if i is chosen properly, the offset-i scheme can provide
better performance than the offset-0 scheme, as it may avoid indexing or probing
q-chunks that appear very often in the data or simply because it may produce fewer
number of candidates for the final verification.

Shortly we point out the relationship between offset-i scheme and the well-known
count filtering due to Gravano et al. [2001]. As a by-product, we can further strengthen
the pruning power of count filtering accordingly with little overhead.

Similar to Section 5.1, we assume that q − 1 special characters $ are appended to
every string. The count filtering between two strings S and Q requires them to share
at least max(|Q|, |S|) − qτ q-grams. For simplicity, we make the additional assumption
that the lengths of all strings are no smaller than q(τ + 1).3

Let the data string be S and a query string be Q. Assume for now that |Q| ≥ |S|.
We can divide all the q-grams of Q into q disjoint partitions as follows: let g.pos be the
position of the q-gram g, g belonging to partition i if and only if (g.pos − 1) mod q = i.
Now consider the following q variants of the basic IndexGram algorithm, denoted as
basic IndexGrami (0 ≤ i ≤ q−1): we only consider the matching between offset-i floating

3We can remove this assumption and only require all strings to be at least qτ + 1 long by prepending
appropriate number of another special character (say #) to the beginning of the string whenever necessary.
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q-chunks of Q and all q-grams of S. According to Corollary 7.2, for each IndexGrami, at
most τ q-chunks are not matched. So if we consider all the q variants, there are at most
qτ q-grams destroyed by at most τ edit operations. Since the q-chunks considered in
each variant are disjoint, and they collectively cover all the q-grams of Q, this gives us
exactly the count filtering condition in Gravano et al. [2001]. The case when |Q| < |S|
can be proved easily by swapping Q and S as before. On the other hand, there exist
cases where a pair of strings satisfies the count filtering condition but violates the
filtering condition of one of the offset-i schemes (see Example 7.3).

Example 7.3. Let τ = 3, q = 2. Consider the following two strings.

A : abcdefghi$

B : abxyefxyi$

Both strings have nine characters (we appended a $ to the end of the strings), and count
filtering requires three matching 2-grams. Aand Bshare three common 2-grams, hence
passing the count filtering.

The offset-0 scheme will consider five q-chunks of A: { ab, cd, ef, gh, i$ }. Among them,
two of them are destroyed (cd and gh), so it will pass the filtering of naı̈ve IndexGram
algorithm too.

The offset-1 scheme will consider four q-chunks of A: { bc, de, fg, hi }. None of them
can find a matching 2-gram in B, so it will be filtered.

The preceding analysis also gives us a natural way to further strengthen the count fil-
tering with little overhead. Any algorithm that implements the count filtering between
a pair of strings Q and S will have to collect and count the set of matching q-grams and
compare the number with max(|Q|, |S|)−qτ . Now, without loss of generality, we denote
the longer string as Q and the shorter one as S. We initialize an array of q counters.
When collecting matching q-grams between Q and S, we increment counter i if there
is a match for a q-gram g in Q such that (g.pos − 1) mod q = i. Finally, we test if{

counter[i] ≥ �|Q|/q� + 1 − τ, for 0 ≤ i < (|Q| mod q)
counter[i] ≥ �|Q|/q� − τ, for (|Q| mod q) ≤ i ≤ q − 1.

If any of the q tests given previously fails, the candidate pair is guaranteed to have
more than τ edit distance between them and hence can be safely pruned.

7.3. The Super Family of Algorithms

A more powerful way of exploiting the idea of floating q-chunk is to consider any set
of τ + 1 nonoverlapping q-chunks. Based on Corollary 7.2, we know that if two strings
are within edit distance of τ , at least one of the τ + 1 nonoverlapping q-chunks of one
string must be matched against all the q-grams of the other string. If there is a way
to model the query processing cost of a chosen set of nonoverlapping q-chunks, then
we can cast the problem into an optimization problem, that is, finding the optimal
set such that the query processing cost is minimized. By applying these ideas on the
query string or the data string, we have the IndexGramSuper and IndexChunkSuper
algorithms, respectively. Note that because the τ + 1 q-chunks are chosen based on
query processing cost rather than the global ordering as do the basic q-chars schemes,
we must either index all the q-grams of data strings or use all the query q-grams
to generate candidates. Otherwise counter examples can be easily found to show the
incorrectness. For example, for IndexGramSuper, supposing a q-gram g of S is not
indexed, g may be accidentally chosen as one of the τ + 1 floating q-chunks of Q, and
all the other τ floating q-chunks may be destroyed by the τ edit operations. Thus the
result S will be missed by the algorithm.
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In this section, we first discuss the choice of our cost model and how cost estimate
can be performed accurately and efficiently. Then we present the IndexGramSuper and
IndexChunkSuper algorithms.

7.3.1. Cost Model and Cost Estimation. Modeling the query processing cost for different
algorithms for edit similarity queries is a challenging task. Nevertheless, for all the
asymmetric algorithms proposed in this article, they follow the following procedure:
a number of signatures { s1, s2, . . . , sk } are first extracted from the query string Q; the
inverted list I(si) corresponding to each signature si is retrieved; certain filtering (here
we mainly consider the length filtering) is performed to reduce the candidate set size;
the resulting lists are merged into a candidate set (denoted as (CAND1); additional
filtering may be performed on the candidate set before it is finally verified by a fast
threshold edit distance verification algorithm.

In this article, we choose a simple cost model where the query processing cost is
proportional to the CAND1 size, since we may regard the signature generation cost as
a constant, and the rest of the cost (candidate generation, filtering, and verification)
depends on the size of the candidates. We can model the CAND1 size as

|C AND1| = |
⋃

1≤i≤k

f ilter(I(si))| ≤
∑

1≤i≤k

| f ilter(I(si))|

=
∑

1≤i≤k

|cost(si)|

where f ilter models the effect of the length filtering, and cost(g) is the number of
postings that pass the length filtering in q-gram g’s postings list. In the following, we
will consider and minimize this worst-case cost. Note that our model is similar to that
used in Navarro and Salmela [2009], but more accurate as we take string length into
consideration. As a result, we are able to select more rare signatures for each query.
For example, the bigram Qi appeared 2,480 times in the prefixes of the entire DBLP
dataset, however, it only appeared once if only considering strings of length between
33 and 35.

In order to estimate the cost of a q-gram accurately, we propose to build an additional
skip index on the postings lists. The skip index can be thought of as a table with the
schema (len, ptr), where ptr is the pointer to the first posting whose corresponding
string length is len. An example skip index is shown in Figure 5.

With the skip index, we can estimate the cost of a q-gram, cost(g), as follows. Let the
query be Q and the threshold be τ . Let h = |Q| + τ and l = |Q| − τ . We first search
the skip index using binary searches to find two pointers, ptrl and ptrh+1, that point
to first entries whose corresponding length is at least l, and h + 1, respectively. We
can then return the cost as the number of postings in the range, that is, cost(g) =
(ptrh+1 − ptrl)/size, where size is the size of a posting. If the skip index is not available,
we can also estimate cost(g) = |I(g)|, or assuming a uniform distribution of all strings
referred to in I(g), as cost(g) = |I(g)| · 2τ+1

lenmax−lenmin
, where lenmax (lenmin) is the length of

the last (first) string in I(g).
Skip indexes are easy to construct once inverted lists have been built. This is because

the postings in each inverted list are already sorted by string length, so we only need
to iterate through the postings in one single pass and use constant memory to build
the corresponding skip index. Note that even in the worst case where every string has
distinct length in a postings list, the size of the skip index is at most as large as the
postings list itself. We have several optimizations that can further reduce the size of
the skip index. For example, we do not build the skip index for a postings list if it is too
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token S2S1 S4S3 S6S5
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len ptr

skip index postings list

(a) postings list

(b) postings list with its skip index

Fig. 5. Skip index example.

short; we can build approximate skip indexes by merging adjacent entries together. We
experimentally investigated the space overhead of the skip index in Section 9.2.1 and
found that the space overhead is acceptable.

We note that skip indexes can also be exploited to reduce query processing cost.
Without the skip index, in order to perform length filtering, we have to use binary
search over the entire list I(si). With the skip index, we can perform binary search on
top of the skip list, which is no larger than the postings list and may be much smaller
in practice, hence much faster.

Finally, note that we only need skip indexes for IndexGram family algorithms (i.e.,
IndexGram, IndexGramSuper, and IndexGramTurbo algorithms).

7.3.2. IndexGramSuper. The idea of the IndexGramSuper algorithm is to select the opti-
mal τ +1 floating q-chunks from a query string and match them against all the indexed
q-grams of the data strings. By optimal, we mean the total query cost (with respect to
the cost model presented in the preceding section) is minimized.

Let opt(i, n) denote the optimal selection of n nonoverlapping q-chunks from the first
i q-grams of Q that minimizes the total cost of the similarity query. In order to calculate
the optimal set of floating q-chunks, we need to calculate opt(|Q|, τ + 1), which can be
formulated using the following recursive equation

opt(i, n) = min
{

opt(i − 1, n),
opt(i − q, n − 1) + cost(Q[i, i + q − 1])

}
(2)

with the following boundary conditions.

opt(i, n) =
{

0, if n = 0
∞, if i < 1

To understand the recursion, consider the i-th q-gram. If it is included in the optimal
solution, then q-grams with starting position in the range [i − q + 1, i − 1] cannot be
selected, as otherwise they would overlap with the i-th q-gram. Hence the minimum
cost we can get in this case is obtained by selecting n − 1 nonoverlapping q-chunks
from the first i − q q-grams and then selecting the i-th q-gram. This corresponds to
the second case in Eq. (2). If the i-th q-gram is not selected, we reduce the problem to
selecting n q-chunks from the first i − 1 q-grams, which is the first case in Eq. (2).
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ALGORITHM 6: DPOptChunks(Q, τ )
Data: opt[i, j] is the optimal cost of selecting j floating q-chunks from the first i q-grams.

path[i, j] records the position of the j-th selected q-chunk in the optimal selection.
1 Initialize opt[i, n] to ∞ (1 ≤ i ≤ |Q|, 1 ≤ n ≤ τ );
2 for i = 1 to |Q| do
3 for k = 1 to τ + 1 do
4 if opt[i − 1, k] ≤ opt[i − q, k − 1] + GetCost(Q[i, i + q − 1]) then

/* do not select the q-chunk Q[i, i + q − 1] */
5 opt[i, k] ← opt[i − 1, k];
6 path[i, k] ← path[i − 1, k];
7 else
8 opt[i, k] ← opt[i − q, k − 1] + GetCost(Q[i, i + q − 1]);
9 path[i, k] ← i;

10 return opt[|Q|, τ + 1]

This simplified recursive equation gives us the optimal q-chunk selection algorithm
as depicted in Algorithm 6. The algorithm uses a two-dimensional array opt to record
the optimal cost, and another two-dimensional array path to record the choices of the
floating q-chunks that attain the optimal cost. The GetCost(g) function returns the
estimated cost of the q-gram g. It can take advantage of the skip indexes if they are
available, or simply return the entire postings list size otherwise. Both the time and
space complexities of the algorithm are O(τ |Q|).

7.3.3. IndexChunkSuper. We can apply the optimal τ +1 floating q-chunk selection idea
to the data strings, and this gives rise to the IndexChunkSuper algorithm.

For a data string S, we need to select τ + 1 q-chunks for indexing. It seems that
we can still use Algorithm 6. However, this requires the existence of an index on the
chosen q-chunks, which is not existent at this time.

Our solution is based on maintaining local document frequency information of
q-grams for strings of distinct lengths. More specifically, we first partition the strings
into partitions based on their string lengths. Let a partition Pl contain all strings with
length l and the maximum edit distance threshold the system will support be τ . To
estimate the cost of each q-gram g, we need to find the document frequency of g among
partitions

⋃
−τ≤i≤τ Pl+i. It turns out that we can compute the document frequencies of

q-grams for each set of partitions in a rolling fashion as follows: we maintain the local
document frequency freq(l, g) for each q-gram g in the partition Pl; we then compute
the F(l, g) = ∑

−τ≤i≤τ freq[l + i, g]. To compute the F(l + 1, g) for the partition Pl+1, we
can update F(l + 1, g) as F(l, g) − freq(l − τ, g) + freq(l + 1 + τ, g).

The overall q-chunk selection and indexing algorithm is depicted in Algorithm 7. If
there is no string with length l, Pl is ∅. In the actual implementation, one can easily
adapt the algorithm to skip these empty partitions.

If nothing is buffered in the memory, Algorithm 7 entails two passes over the dataset,
and the amount of space overhead is just the frequency statistics for the partitions,
which is at most as large as the inverted index on the dataset. Let |Pl| denote the total
size of the strings in the partition Pl. Let maxsize = maxl(

∑
−τ≤i≤τ

∑
q |freq(l + i, q)| +∑

0≤i≤τ |Pl+i|). If the available memory size is no smaller than maxsize, we can buffer
the freq statistics for the last and next τ partitions (including the current partition),
and the data strings in the current partition and the next τ partitions. This enables us
to select q-chunks and build an index on them in just one pass over the dataset.
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Table III. Worst-Case Signature Sizes of Six Asymmetric Signature Schemes

λ(τ, S) Signatures for �(τ, Q) Signatures for Lower
Family Method Data (S) Query (Q) Bound

IndexGram +
Basic

IndexGram |S| − (�(|S| − τ )/q� − τ ) + 1
q-grams

τ + 1 q-chunks 1

IndexGram +
Super

IndexGramSuper |S| q-grams τ + 1 q-chunks 1

IndexGram +
Turbo

IndexGramTurbo qτ + 1 q-grams τ + 1 q-chunks 1

IndexChunk +
Basic

IndexChunk τ + 1 q-chunks |Q|−(�(|Q|−τ )/q�−τ )+1
q-grams

1

IndexChunk +
Super

IndexChunkSuper τ + 1 q-chunks |Q| q-grams 1

IndexChunk +
Turbo

IndexChunkTurbo τ + 1 q-chunks (2q − 1)τ + 1 q-grams 1

ALGORITHM 7: SelectChunks(S, τ )
Data: freq[l, g] records the document frequency of q-gram g in the string partition of

length l.
1 for each data partition Pl with string length l do
2 for each string S ∈ Pl do
3 for each unique q-gram g ∈ S do
4 freq[l, g] ← freq[l, g] + 1;

5 for each data partition Pl with string length l do
6 F(l, g) ← ∑

−τ≤i≤τ freq[l + i, g] ; /* can be done incrementally */

7 for each string S ∈ Pl do
8 Select τ + 1 floating q-chunks by calling Algorithm 6 with GetCost() be based on

F(l, g);
9 Index the chosen τ + 1 q-chunks ;

7.4. Turbo Family of Algorithms

The Super family of algorithms introduced before try to reduce the overall query pro-
cessing cost by choosing τ + 1 floating chunks judiciously. However, they achieve this
by demanding a bit more signatures to be generated on the other side. For example,
IndexGramSuper requires us to index all the |S| q-grams for a data string S, rather
than |S| − � q-grams required by IndexGram (where � = �|S|−τ

q � − τ + 1).
In this section, we introduce the Turbo family of algorithms that achieve another

degree of asymmetry: the minimum signature sizes is still τ + 1, while the maximum
signature size is (2q−1)τ +1 (see Table III). Perhaps surprisingly, the query processing
speed, as will be demonstrated in Section 9.2.2, actually improves as compared with
the basic and the Super family of algorithms.

The key idea of the Turbo family of algorithms is to restrict the choice of floating
q-chunks by a global ordering. The following theorem guarantees the correctness.

THEOREM 7.4. Let ed(A, B) ≤ τ , and Pl(S) be the set of first l q-grams of a string
S based on a global ordering O. Let C(A) be any subset of τ +1 nonoverlapping q-chunks
selected from Pqτ+1(A). Then C(A) ∩ P(2q−1)τ+1(B) 	= ∅.
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String A: 

String B: ... ...

q q

s1 sq +1s2 ... sx

global order

(q-chunks)

(q-grams)

...

Fig. 6. Proof of Turbo family of algorithms.

PROOF. First, we note that C(A) ∩ P|B|(B) 	= ∅. This is true as the τ + 1 q-chunks are
disjoint and τ edit operations destroy at most τ of them. Then there is at least one
q-chunk that remains in B.

Now let’s denote the first common q-gram given before as sx, that is, it is the x-th
q-gram according to the global ordering in A. Let its rank among the τ + 1 chunks be
rA(sx), that is, it is the rA(sx)-th chunk chosen as the signatures of A. Now we need to
bound its rank among the q-grams in the other string B, that is, rB(sx).

As illustrated in Figure 6, since sx is the first common q-gram, all rA(sx)−1 q-chunks
are destroyed in B. In the worst case, each of these destroyed q-chunks introduces q
new q-grams that are ranked before sx in the global ordering, and all the none selected
q-grams (i.e., except those chosen as q-chunks) are still present in B. Hence we have

rB(sx) ≤ x + (q − 1) · (rA(sx) − 1) (q − 1 as each of these q-chunks is destroyed)
≤ (qτ + 1) + (q − 1) · τ (∵ x ∈ [1, qτ + 1] and rA(sx) ∈ [1, τ + 1])
≤ (2q − 1)τ + 1

Therefore, C(A) ∩ P(2q−1)τ+1(B) contains at least sx and is not empty.

Example 7.5. Let q = 2, τ = 1, and lexicographical order as the global ordering O.
Consider the following two strings.

A : cbcdeecee

B : cbcdeecae

Pqτ+1(A) is bc, cb, and cd. The τ + 1 nonoverlapping q-chunks selected from Pqτ+1(A)
are cb and cd. P(2q−1)τ+1(B) is ae, ca, bc, and cb. They share a common q-chars cb, and
thus become a candidate.

The preceding bound is also tight. In Example 7.5, the prefix length on B cannot
be shortened, otherwise we miss this pair. In the aforesaid derivation of the bound
(2q − 1)τ + 1, the key is for the first τ q-chunks to be destroyed while not affecting
the rest of the q-grams ranked before sx (which is the (τ + 1)-th q-chunk selected).
We can construct such an example for any given q and τ as follows: the string A
(of length at least τ (2q − 1 + q − 1) + q = (3q − 2)τ + q) consists of τ segments in
the form of c1, c2, . . . , c2q−1, let the orders among the q q-grams derived from this
segment follow the same order as the q-grams are generated from left to right, that is,
c1c2 . . . cq ≺ c2c3 . . . cq+1 ≺ cqcq+1 . . . c2q−1. Furthermore, let: (1) the q q-grams generated
from the i-th segment be ordered before those generated from the j-th segment, if i < j,
and (2) there are at least (q − 1) other characters separating each of the segments, and
(3) there is another segment of length q consisting of d1d2 . . . dq, whose order is after
the qτ q-grams generated by the τ segments. Now, we change the character c1 in each
segment to z, and assume that not only destroys the q-gram c1c2 . . . cq, but also creates
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q new q-grams that involve z, and we assume these q new q-grams are all ranked before
the q-gram c1c2 . . . cq. We select c1c2 . . . cq from each of the τ segments and the q-gram
d1d2 . . . dq as the τ + 1 q-chunks. It is obvious that this is the worst case considered in
the proof of Theorem 7.4, and hence the bound (2q − 1)τ + 1 is achievable.

In both algorithms, we use the order of increasing document frequency of q-grams
as in previous work [Chaudhuri et al. 2006; Xiao et al. 2008].

7.4.1. IndexGramTurbo. IndexGramTurbo applies the idea of Theorem 7.4 by choosing
τ + 1 q-chunks from the query string Q and indexing the (2q − 1)τ + 1 q-grams of the
data strings, both according to a global ordering O.

ALGORITHM 8: DPOptChunksTurbo(Q, τ )
Data: opt[i, j] is the optimal cost of selecting j floating q-chunks from the sorted q-gram

list ρ. path[i, j] records the index of the j-th selected q-gram in ρ. ρ is the first
qτ + 1 q-grams of Q sorted by their positions in the string. ρ[i].pos denotes the
position of the q-gram ρ[i].

1 Initialize opt[i, n] to ∞ (1 ≤ i ≤ |Q|, 1 ≤ n ≤ τ );
2 for i = 1 to |ρ| do

/* note that i here is the subscript of the array of q-grams, not the
position in Q */

3 step[i] ← min{ j | 1 ≤ j < i & ρ[i].pos − ρ[i − j].pos ≥ q};
4 for k = 1 to τ + 1 do
5 if opt[i − 1, k] ≤ opt[i − step[i], k − 1] + GetCost(ρ[i]) then

/* do not select the q-chunk ρ[i] */
6 opt[i, k] ← opt[i − 1, k];
7 path[i, k] ← path[i − 1, k];
8 else
9 opt[i, k] ← opt[i − step[i], k − 1] + GetCost(ρ[i]);

10 path[i, k] ← i;

11 return opt[|ρ|, τ + 1]

To index a data string S, IndexGramTurbo simply selects the first (2q−1)τ +1 q-grams
of S, and indexes them. For the query string Q, since τ + 1 q-chunks are selected from
qτ + 1 q-grams, we need to first extract all the |Q| q-grams from Q, then take the first
qτ+1 q-grams according to O, and finally run a dynamic programming-based algorithm
(Algorithm 8) to find the optimal set of q-chunks. The q-chunk selection algorithm for
IndexGramTurbo is very similar to that for IndexGramSuper (Algorithm 6). The major
differences are as follows.

—We iterate over the qτ + 1 q-grams rather than all the q-grams of Q from left to right
(line 2).

—For each q-gram considered, we compute a step value, which denotes the first pre-
ceding q-gram that does not overlap with the current one (line 3).

—Rather than recursion on opt[i − q, k− 1], we use opt[i − step[i], k− 1] (lines 5 and 9).

When comparing the cost of the IndexGramTurbo algorithm with that of the IndexGram-
Super algorithm, there are two factors that affect the CAND1 size.

—Since we only consider a subset of possible combinations of floating q-chunks, the
cost of the optimal solution found by IndexGramTurbo might be higher than that of
IndexGramSuper, if we still indexed all the q-grams of the data strings (which is not
true for IndexGramTurbo).
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—Since we only need to index a smaller set of q-grams for the data strings in Index-
GramTurbo, the inverted list for each indexed q-gram is shorter. This will reduce the
cost for IndexGramTurbo.

It is hard to analytically predict which of the preceding two competing factors will
prevail. In our experimental evaluation, we found that the cost of IndexGramTurbo is
consistently smaller than IndexGramSuper across all datasets and all settings tested.

7.4.2. IndexChunkTurbo. We can apply the same idea (Theorem 7.4) on the
IndexChunkSuper algorithm to derive the IndexChunkTurbo algorithm.

For a query string Q, IndexChunkTurbo extracts its first (2q − 1)τ + 1 q-grams with
respect to the global ordering O as signatures. For the data strings, we use a pro-
cedure similar to the optimal τ + 1 q-chunk selection based on local statistics as in
IndexChunkSuper. The main differences with Algorithm 7 are as follows.

—Instead of considering all the q-grams that occur in the data strings, we only consider
the first (2q − 1)τ + 1 q-grams of each string according to O. Hence we only need to
collect and maintain frequency statistics for these q-grams.

—The dynamic programming-based q-chunk selection algorithm needs similar modifi-
cation as detailed in IndexGramTurbo.

7.5. Optimizations and Implementation Details

There are several optimizations we implemented to further improve the efficiency of
the algorithms proposed in this article.

7.5.1. Rolling Hash Function. In both the Super and Turbo family of algorithms, we need
to process all the q-grams of a string; even if we are considering IndexGramSuper or
IndexGramTurbo algorithm, it still needs to obtain the cost of all the q-grams of the query
string and then select the best subset of nonoverlapping τ + 1 q-gram as signatures.
We use hashing to map q-grams to integers before we look it up in the inverted index.
A normal hash function has a cost of O(q) as it needs to consider each character in a
q-gram. For a string of length l, the total cost using a normal hash function is therefore
O(q · l).

We found that it is advantageous to use a rolling hash function which has the nice
property that the hash value of the next q-gram can be calculated in O(1) time from
the hash value of the current q-gram. This technique is well-known [Karp and Rabin
1987] and has been applied in both exact and approximate string search [Karp and
Rabin 1987; Schleimer et al. 2003]. As a result, this optimization brings down the total
hashing cost from O(q · l) to O(l).

In our implementation, it delivers a 30–40% reduction in the query analyzing cost.

7.5.2. Top-k Selection Algorithm. In the Turbo family of algorithms, a common subproblem
is to select the first k q-grams from n q-grams (e.g., k = qτ + 1 or (2q − 1)τ + 1). While
the straightforward implementation is based on sorting, it has a high cost of O(n log n).

We use a well-known algorithm that selects the k-th element from an array of n ele-
ments in O(n) time [Cormen et al. 2009]. The algorithm is based on quick sort, selecting
a pivot to rearrange the elements in the array into two parts and then recursively de-
scending into only one of the two parts.

7.5.3. Optimization for Small τ. When τ ≤ q/2, we can skip some of the q-grams in both
the IndexGram and IndexChunk algorithms.

Consider the IndexGram algorithm. Since we know that the q-chunks from the query
string start at positions 1+i·q, and the only possible matching q-grams must be no more
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than τ away from these positions, we do not need to index those q-grams g such that

(g.pos − 1) mod q > τ ∨ (g.pos − 1) mod q < q − τ. (3)

In other words, the amount of q-grams we need to index or enumerate is 2τ�|S|/q�
rather than |S|.

We can apply the similar optimization for the IndexChunk algorithm too: we do not
need to consider a q-gram in Q that satisfies the same condition as in Eq. (3).

7.5.4. Generalized Turbo Algorithm. As can be seen from the proof of Theorem 7.4, in
principle, we can select any τ + 1 q-chunks from a string, and the number of q-grams
we need to consider in the other string is at most the largest rank of the q-chunks plus
(q−1)τ . So, one way to generalize the Turbo algorithms is to consider the first qτ +1+k
q-grams in order to select the τ + 1 q-chunks, then the signature size on the other side
will become 2(q − 1)t + 1 + k.

8. DISCUSSIONS

8.1. Generic Index Construction

So far we assume τ is a constant given before the index is constructed. We discuss
necessary modifications to relax this assumption.

We rely on the parameter τmax, which specifies the maximum edit distance threshold
we can process. When building the index, we assume the threshold is τmax. But instead
of indexing each signature sig in the signature set of the string with respect to τmax,
we index a pair (sig, τsig) in the inverted index, where τsig is the smallest τ ≤ τmax such
that the signature sig is first selected as a signature, that is,

τsig = min{ i | sig ∈ sig(S) }.
Note that since we order the q-chars of a string according to a global order, the set of sig-
natures extracted for a larger threshold always subsumes those for a lower threshold.

With such an index, we can answer any edit similarity query with τ ≤ τmax. The
only difference to the query processing algorithm is to notice that the candidates for a
signature sig should be the union of inverted lists for all (sig, i), where 1 ≤ i ≤ τ . That
is, the I[sig] in line 5 of Algorithm 2 should be changed to ∪1≤i≤τ I[(sig, i)]. Since there
are no duplicates among the lists, the union is essentially a concatenation.

8.2. Normalized Edit Distance

Normalized edit distance [Marzal and Vidal 1993] is defined as

ned(S, T ) = ed(S, T )
max(|S|, |T |) .

The normalized edit distance is always between 0 and 1. It allows for more edit errors
for long strings.

We discuss extensions to support edit similarity search with the condition that the
normalized edit distance of the query and the result is no more than α.

Without loss of generality, assume |S| ≤ |T |. Since

|T | − |S| ≤ ed(S, T ) ≤ ned(S, T ) · |T | ≤ α|T |
therefore, we have

|S| ≤ |T | ≤ |S|
1 − α

. (4)

Given a data string S, the maximum edit distance it allows is max(α|S|, α |S|
1−α

) =
α

1−α
|S|. This grows monotonically for α ∈ [0, 0.5]. Therefore, if we need to support for
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α ≤ αmax, we only need to index the first αmax
1−αmax

|S| signatures. A subtlety is that we need
to obtain all the distinct αi values associated with a signature sig in the index. This can
be realized by adding an extra level of indirection: each sig points to a array of entry
(αi, ptri) sorted on αi, where ptri points to the inverted list for (sig, αi). In addition, the
length and positional filtering on line 6 of Algorithm 2 should also be changed: we only
need to set τ = α · max(|S|, |Q|).
9. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we report findings in our comprehensive experimental study for our
asymmetric signature schemes. This section consists of three parts. In the first part,
we compare the performance of the two algorithms belonging to the basic asymmetric
scheme, IndexGram and IndexChunk, with nine other state-of-the-art methods for edit
similarity queries. In the second part (Section 9.2), we focus on a detailed comparison
among the six asymmetric schemes. In the last part (Section 9.3), we show the space
and time characteristics of all the algorithms as well as providing our recommendation.

9.1. Comparing the Basic Asymmetric Schemes with Existing Methods

9.1.1. Experiment Setup. The following algorithms are used in the experiment.

—IndexChunk and IndexGram. These are our proposed algorithms that extract
q-chunks and q-grams as signatures for the data strings, respectively.

—Flamingo [Li et al. 2008]. This is a full-fledged open-source library for approximate
string searches with several different similarity or distance functions.4 We used the
DivideSkip [Li et al. 2008] in its v3.0 release.

—PartEnum [Arasu et al. 2006]. This is an edit similarity search and join method
based on two-level partitioning and enumeration. We used the implementation in
the Flamingo project and enhanced it to support both similarity searches and joins.

—Ed-Join. This is a q-grams-based edit similarity join algorithm using two mismatch
filters [Xiao et al. 2008]. We obtained and modified the source code to support edit
similarity searches.

—Bed-tree [Zhang et al. 2010]. This is an index structure for edit similarity searches
and joins based on B+-trees. It proposes three different transformations for efficient
pruning of candidates during its query processing. We obtained the implementation
from the authors.

—Trie-Join [Wang et al. 2010]. This is a recent trie-based edit similarity join method.
We obtained the implementation from the authors.

—NGPP [Wang et al. 2009]. This is an edit similarity search algorithm originally
developed for the approximate dictionary matching problem. It is based on a
partitioning scheme together with deletion-neighborhood enumeration. We obtained
and modified the source code to support edit similarity joins.

—VGRAM [Li et al. 2007; Yang et al. 2008]. This is a novel signature extraction
algorithm based on variable-length grams. As such, it can be integrated into a
variety of similarity search and join algorithms. We obtained the implementation
from the authors.

—PC and PF [Navarro and Salmela 2009]. These are two asymmetric methods for ap-
proximate substring matching, where the query string is always partitioned into τ +1
disjoint substrings and a suffix-tree index is used. We obtained the implementation
from the authors, and compared them with IndexGram in Section 9.1.6.

The default parameter settings used for these algorithms are listed in Table IV.

4http://flamingo.ics.uci.edu/.
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Table IV. Default Parameters in Our Experiments

Methods Parameters Setting

IndexGram, IndexChunk, Flamingo,
Ed-Join

q = 3 for IMDB, q = 5 for DBLP, q = 8 for
UNIREF/TREC

NGPP lp = 6 for IMDB, lp = 10 for others
Bed-tree PageSize = 8KB, q = 2, Bucket = 4, Buffer = 1GB.

BD for IMDB/DBLP; BGL for UNIREF/TREC
PartEnum n1 = 3, n2 = 4 for τ = 1, n2 = 7 for τ > 1
VGRAM qmin = 4. string sample ratio = 10%, query

workload = 5000

Table V. Statistics of the Datasets

Dataset # of Strings Avg Length Size (MB)

IMDB 1,060,981 16 17
DBLP 860,751 106 88
UNIREF 377,438 464 281
TREC 239,580 1,228 168

We use the threshold edit distance computation [Ukkonen 1985a] (O(τ ·min(|S|, |T |))
time) for the compared algorithms that possess a separate verification procedure.

We selected four publicly available real datasets in the experiment. They cover a
wide range of data distributions and application domains, and are used in previous
studies.

—IMDB. This is an actor name dataset taken from the IMDB Web site.5 Each non-
ascii code has been removed. All strings are transformed into lowercases and exact
duplicates are removed.

—DBLP. This is a snapshot of the bibliography records from the DBLP Web site.6 It
contains about 900K records. Each record is a concatenation of author name(s) and
the title of a publication.

—UNIREF. This is the UniRef90 protein sequence data from the UniProt project.7 We
extract the first 500K protein sequences. Each sequence is an array of amino acids.

—TREC. This is from the TREC-9 Filtering Track Collections.8 Each string is a refer-
ence from the MEDLINE database with author, title, and abstract information.

Statistics about the datasets are listed in Table V.
All experiments were carried out on a Quad-Core AMD Processor 8378@ 2.4 GHz

with 96GB RAM. The operating system is Linux 2.6.32 x86-64. All algorithms with
source codes were coded in C++. We compiled them using GCC 4.3.2 with -O3 flag. All
algorithms run in-memory mode.

Note the following.

—We abuse the algorithm names to denote both its edit similarity search and join
versions.

—Where similar results are obtained from other datasets, we may omit them. As a
general rule of thumb, results on DBLP and IMDB are similar, as are results on
UNIREF and TREC.

5http://www.imdb.com.
6http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/∼ley/db.
7http://beta.uniprot.org/.
8http://trec.nist.gov/data/t9 filtering.html.
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Fig. 7. Preprocessing time.

—Due to the wide range of values, the y-axes of most figures are plotted in logarithmic
scale.

—Results of certain algorithms are missing under some settings. This is mainly be-
cause: (1) they cannot finish within a reasonable amount of time (typically several
hours), or (2) the implementation has certain restrictions (e.g., limit the input string
length to 255).

9.1.2. Preprocessing Time and Index Size. We first test the preprocessing time for eight
algorithms supporting edit similarity searches on all four datasets. We select results
on IMDB and UNIREF to show in this section. The preprocessing time is measured
as the elapsed time between when the system starts and when it is ready to process
queries.9 The results are shown in Figures 7(a) and 7(b).

We can make the following observations.

—In terms of trend, most algorithms have almost flat preprocessing time as τ
increases. Flamingo, Trie-Join, and Bed-tree are expected so, as they preprocess
the entire dataset irrespective of τ . There is little increase in time for Ed-Join,
IndexGram, and IndexChunk, as their prefixes and hence indexing time increase
linearly with τ . Preprocessing time of PartEnum increases quickly after τ = 2,
as it generates more signatures (its asymptotic signature number per string is
O(τ 2.39) [Arasu et al. 2006]). NGPP’s time also increases very fast as τ increases.
This is because the number of signatures it creates is O(τ 2).

—In terms of absolute time, IndexChunk is clearly the fastest on both datasets, as it
only needs to index τ +1 signatures, which is the lower bound for all signature-based
schemes. It takes only 20%–25% of the time used by the runner-up on the two
datasets. The runner-up on IMDB is IndexGram and on UNIREF is Flamingo.

Next, we measured the relative index size, which is defined as the ratio of index size
over data size. The results are shown in Figures 8(a) and 8(b).

We observe the following.

—IndexChunk and Ed-Join belong to a group with the smallest index sizes, typically
taking 10%–110% size of the data. IndexChunk is clearly the smallest as it indexes
only τ +1 signatures. Its index size is only 3MB for the 270M TREC dataset for τ = 1.
Ed-Join indexes qτ +1 signatures in the worst case; but as seen here, in practice, it is
much smaller than that. The index sizes of both algorithms also grow linearly with τ .

—The next group of algorithms is Bed-tree, IndexGram, and Flamingo, typically taking
200%–800% size of the data. IndexGram always takes a little bit less space than
Flamingo, as can be expected from theoretical analysis. Bed-tree organizes the index

9Hence it includes the preprocessing and indexing time. Note that different algorithms may
perform different tasks during this amount of time.
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Fig. 8. Relative index size.

Fig. 9. Query processing time.

in a B+-tree, yet usually occupies smaller space than the other two. The index sizes
of these algorithms are typically insensitive to τ .

—NGPP’s index size is competitive only for τ ∈ [1, 2]. Its index size increases rapidly
with τ . PartEnum’s index size is also very large. It flattens out as we use a fixed
(n1, n2) combination for large τs.

9.1.3. Edit Similarity Search Performance. To test the query processing time of all algo-
rithms on four datasets, we randomly sampled 1,000 strings from each dataset as
queries. We measure the average query time and show the results of eight algorithms
in Figure 9(a) through Figure 9(d). In Table VI, we also compare our proposed methods
with the brute-force method which directly performs edit distance verification10 on all
data strings for each query.

10[Ukkonen 1985a](O(τ · min(|S|, |T |)) time).
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Table VI. Comparison with Brute-Force Method (on UNIREF) Avg. Time (ms)

Methods τ = 4 τ = 8 τ = 12 τ = 16 τ = 20

Brute-Force 272.511 666.494 1260.89 2145.25 3194.25
IndexChunk 0.221 0.271 0.328 0.408 0.491
IndexGram 0.086 0.133 0.191 0.257 0.348
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Fig. 10. Effect of varying q.

We observe the following.

—Query performances on DBLP, TREC, and UNIREF exhibit certain patterns. (i) The
fastest algorithm is IndexGram, followed by IndexChunk. The second runner-up is
either NGPP or Ed-Join. The average query time of IndexGram is less than 1ms for
all the thresholds tested on the three datasets. This is expected as it only probes
the inverted index τ + 1 times per query, hence generating a small candidate set
efficiently. Other filters also contribute to keep its query time extremely low. (ii) The
slowest algorithms are usually PartEnum, Bed-tree, Flamingo, and Trie-Join. PartEnum
is only competitive for τ ∈ [1, 2]. Flamingo does not work well for large datasets
consisting of long strings such as TREC and UNIREF. Bed-tree, on the other hand,
it seems to be working better than Flamingo on TREC and UNIREF, but worse on
DBLP. Trie-Join works well with small τs but its time increases quickly with large τs.

—The IMDB dataset is hard for all algorithms. NGPP has the best performance for
almost all threshold settings, followed by IndexChunk, IndexGram, Flamingo, and
Ed-Join. Still our two newly proposed algorithms have substantial lead over Ed-Join;
the query time of IndexChunk, IndexGram, and Ed-Join are 12.9, 15.2, and 32.2ms,
respectively, for τ = 2. Then PartEnum works reasonably well for τ ∈ [1, 2], but
becomes slower than Bed-tree and Flamingo when τ changes from 3 to 4.

—The overall trend for all algorithms is that the query time increases with τ . This
is expected as a large τ leads to more candidates and also more results. The query
time of most algorithms grows slowly with the increase of τ on DBLP, TREC, and
UNIREF, but seems to grow rapidly on IMDB.

—Comparing with the brute-force method, our methods IndexChunk and IndexGram
outperform the brute-force method by up to 4 orders of magnitude. Especially when
the threshold is large (τ = 20), the query processing time of IndexGram is 9200 times
faster than brute-force.

9.1.4. Tuning IndexChunk and IndexGram. We now turn to the IndexChunk and IndexGram
algorithms and study their performances with respect to the choice of q and the filtering
methods.

Effect of q. We show the average query time of IndexChunk and IndexGram with
different q values in Figures 10(a) and 10(b). Results on other datasets are similar.
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Fig. 11. AVG query time with different filters.

We can see that the choice of q has substantial impact on the query time. On IMDB,
the best q for both algorithms is within [4, 5]. On UNIREF, the best q is within [12, 13]
for IndexChunk and [14, 16] for IndexGram. For both algorithms, a small q value means
q-grams are not very selective and hence their postings lists are long; a large q value
will reduce the lower bound of common signatures, hence reducing the effect of count
filtering and requiring substantial verification costs to remove false positives.

Effect of Filtering. We show the average query time of IndexChunk and IndexGram
with different candidate filtering methods (Section 6) in Figures 11(a) through 11(d).

As we can see, for datasets where strings are relatively short, such as DBLP and
IMDB, DPErrEsti usually has the best performance; for datasets where strings are
relatively long, such as TREC and UNIREF, Naı̈veCountFilter has slight advantage
over both DPErrEsti and DPTrueMatches for most threshold settings. This is because
we use small q for short string collections and large q for long string collections. When
q is short, q-grams are not very selective, hence the number of candidate matches
could be much higher than the number of true matches. For large q, the number of
candidate matches is very close to the number of true matches, and additional filtering
is not beneficial. In addition, we include Direct for comparison. It performs edit distance
verification for all candidates without any filtering process. It is obvious that Direct is
the slowest among almost all algorithm configurations.

9.1.5. Scalability. We evaluate the scalability of the algorithms as follows: we randomly
split a dataset into five equal partitions, then we run an algorithm over one to five
partitions. We generate 1,000 queries from a chosen partition and use them throughout
this test.

We measure the query performance ratio, which is the ratio of query time for the
current portion of data against the query time for one partition of the data. The results
on IMDB and UNIREF are shown in Figures 12(a) and 12(b).

We can see that on the IMDB dataset, all algorithms scale almost linearly with
the increase of data size, albeit with different slopes. On the UNIREF dataset, all
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Fig. 12. Scalability.

Table VII. Comparing with PF and PC

(a) Average Query Time on IMDB (ms) (b)Average Query Time on UNIREF (ms)
τ IndexGram PF PC

1 0.69 1.03 0.96
2 3.45 7.67 7.89
3 15.15 48.15 48.83
4 59.10 207.99 212.14

τ IndexGram PF PC

2 0.06 53.35 98.09
4 0.09 55.32 138.58
6 0.11 55.62 178.6

Fig. 13. Experiment on similarity joins.

algorithms except Bed-tree have almost constant running time even though the data
size increases. This is mainly due to the fact that these algorithms find candidates
by some rare signatures. So even if the data size has increased, the posting lists for
these rare signatures do not increase much. The increase of query time for Bed-tree on
UNIREF is mainly due to the increase of its index size.

9.1.6. Comparing with PF and PC. We compared the IndexGram algorithm with the PF
and PC algorithms. We concatenate all strings in a dataset into a single long string,
in order to use the author’s implementation. The average query times are given in
Table VII. We can see that IndexGram outperforms PF and PC on datasets with short
strings (IMDB) and long strings (UNIREF). We achieve a speedup of up to 3.5x on
IMDB and 500–1,600x on UNIREF. This is mainly because we only probe the inverted
index using q-grams with low frequencies.

9.1.7. Similarity Joins. We now consider edit similarity joins. We first consider self-
joining the DBLP dataset with τ ∈ [1, 5]. We measure the overall time of the algo-
rithms, that is, including the preprocessing time and join time. The result is shown in
Figure 13(a).
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Fig. 14. Preprocessing time and relative index size.

We can see the following.

—The best performance is achieved by IndexChunk, followed by Ed-Join and IndexGram.
The second best group of algorithms is PartEnum (for τ ∈ [1, 4]) and Trie-Join. The
rest of the algorithms, NGPP, Bed-tree, and VGRAM, are among the slowest.

—The join time of all algorithms grows with τ . Some of the algorithms, for example,
Trie-Join, are on par with Ed-Join and IndexGram for τ = 1, but its performance
deteriorates rapidly with τ .

We also used the UNIREF dataset with τ ∈ [4, 20]. Only four algorithms can finish
within a reasonable amount of time (5 hours). The result is shown in Figure 13(b). We
can see that IndexChunk is still the best algorithm, followed by IndexGram, Ed-Join,
and finally Bed-tree. The join time is not sensitive to τ for all algorithms except Bed-
tree, as the number of join results is relatively small compared to the size of dataset,
and hence most running time is spent on preprocessing the data. The join time varies
substantially with the choice of the algorithm, with the running time of Bed-tree 10
times that of IndexChunk for τ = 20.

9.2. Comparing Asymmetric Edit Similarity Query Algorithms

In this subsection, we focus on the six proposed algorithms based on asymmetric
signature schemes and provide in-depth analyses of their performances. By default
we group the results of algorithms into two families: those from the IndexGram family
which includes IndexGram, IndexGramSuper, and IndexGramTurbo, and those from the
IndexChunk family which includes IndexChunk, IndexChunkSuper, and IndexChunk-
Turbo. We measure preprocessing time, index size, and query processing time.

9.2.1. Preprocessing Time and Index Size. We measure the relative index size and
preprocessing time for all six algorithms, and show the results on DBLP and UNIREF
in Figures 14(a) through 14(d). Results on other datasets are similar.
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Fig. 15. Skip index relative overhead.

We can make the following observations.

—In terms of index size, IndexChunk family is clearly the winner under all settings.
This is mainly because all three algorithms in the IndexChunk family only need
to index τ + 1 nonoverlapping signatures in the data strings. The index sizes of
IndexChunk family algorithms are independent of the length of dataset and q, as
τ + 1 signatures are generated and indexed. Their index sizes are the smallest as
they reach the minimum signature size.

The index sizes of the IndexGram family algorithms are usually ordered as In-
dexGramTurbo, IndexGram, and IndexGramSuper. IndexGramTurbo’s actual inverted
index size is between 4–80% of the index size of IndexGram, while IndexGramSuper’s
inverted index size is slightly larger than that of IndexGram (110–136%). Note that
the index sizes of both IndexGramTurbo and IndexGramSuper also include the sizes
of skip indexes.

—In terms of preprocessing time, IndexChunk is fastest as it only needs to index the τ+1
q-chunks at regular intervals. Note that both IndexChunkSuper and IndexChunkTurbo
need to invoke a dynamic programming-based algorithm to select τ+1 q-chunks to in-
dex, hence their preprocessing times are significantly higher than that of IndexChunk.

IndexGramSuper has the highest preprocessing time as it needs to index all
the q-grams. IndexGramTurbo may have slightly shorter preprocessing time than
IndexGram when τ is small, but may require slightly longer time when τ is large.
Note that both IndexGramSuper and IndexGramTurbo have additional overhead in
building the skip indexes.

—All algorithms except IndexGramSuper have the same approximately linear trend
with respect to the threshold τ in both index size and preprocessing time. This is
because the number of signatures to be indexed for the five algorithms are all linear
in τ , albeit with different slopes. Among them, IndexGramTurbo is most sensitive to
τ , as one increment in τ results in q more signatures. IndexGram and all the three
IndexChunk family algorithms approximately need to index one more signature with
one increment of τ . IndexGramSuper always indexes all the q-grams of a data string,
so it is insensitive to τ .

We also investigate the additional overhead of the skip indexes. We plot the percentage
of skip index sizes over their corresponding inverted list sizes (called Relative Overhead)
and show the result in Figure 15.

We can see that the relative overhead varies significantly with the algorithm and
the dataset. The general trend is that IndexGramSuper has small relative overhead for
datasets with short strings, and IndexGramTurbo has small overhead with long strings.
The former is mainly because the relative large index size of IndexGramSuper and the
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Fig. 16. Query processing time.

fact that the distinct lengths of strings are limited when strings are generally short.
The latter is mainly because the signatures selected for indexing on long string datasets
are usually rare, and our implementation does not build a skip index for very short
inverted lists; IndexGramTurbo benefits most from this optimization. In all the cases,
the maximum relative overhead is around 50%, and in many cases, it is below 20%.

9.2.2. Similarity Search Performance. We plot the average query execution time of the six
algorithms on four datasets in Figures 16(a) through 16(d). We observe the following.

—The relative performance of the algorithms within each group depends on the dataset.
On datasets where the average string length is small (IMDB and DBLP), the

general trend is that the Turbo family of algorithms always outperforms the Super
family of algorithms; the latter usually improves the performance upon the basic
family of algorithms (with some exceptions on DBLP for the IndexGram family of
algorithms). The speedup of IndexGramTurbo over IndexGram is up to 7.6 and 2.2
times on IMDB and DBLP, respectively, and the speedup of IndexChunkTurbo over
IndexChunk is up to 7.5 and 3.9 over IMDB and DBLP, respectively.

Now consider datasets where the average string length is large (TREC and
UNIREF). For the IndexGram family of algorithms, IndexGramSuper is usually the
worst in query time, and IndexGram and IndexGramTurbo have similar query time.
As we investigated further, this is mainly because as strings are longer, the τ + 1
q-chunks selected by the IndexGram are already selective enough, and further opti-
mization by considering floating q-chunks (as the Super and Turbo algorithms do) does
not provide much benefit. In addition, the additional overhead to select the best τ +1
floating q-chunks out of |Q| q-grams poses nonnegligible overhead to the query time.

On the other hand, for the IndexChunk family of algorithms, IndexChunkTurbo
usually outperforms both IndexChunkSuper and IndexChunk, with IndexChunkSuper
having slightly better performance than IndexChunk. This is mainly because for
the IndexChunk family of algorithms, the optimizatized selection of q-chunks was
performed in the indexing phase and does not affect the query time. Selection of
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Fig. 17. Candidate size (the gray part at the bottom of each bar indicates the result size).

good floating q-chunks warrants a better performance as all the q-grams of the
query string will be used to generate candidates.

—Between the two Turbo algorithms, IndexChunkTurbo usually wins by a slim margin
(up to 5.31%). This is remarkable as IndexChunkTurbo actually has less than 1/q
index size of IndexGramTurbo (see Figures 14(a) and 14(b)).

—On the UNIREF dataset where IndexGram may be slightly faster than IndexGram-
Turbo and IndexChunkTurbo (maximum margin is 8.11%), it entails 10 times and
20 times larger index sizes, respectively.

More insight about query time can be gained by looking at the candidate sizes of the
algorithms. We plot the candidate sizes (i.e., CAND1 size) and the actual result sizes
(gray part at the bottom of each bar) on all datasets in Figures 17(a) through 17(d). As
we can see from the figures, the following holds.

—The general trend is that the Turbo family of algorithms generates fewer candi-
dates than the Super family of algorithms, which in turn generates fewer candi-
dates than the basic family of algorithms. Let η be the number of false positive
candidates (i.e., the total candidate size less the actual result size). Then both
ηIndexGram/ηIndexGramTurbo and ηIndexChunk/ηIndexChunkTurbo can be up to 4. This shows that
the optimal floating q-chunk selection algorithm does substantially reduce the can-
didate size.

—The candidate sizes for datasets with short average string length (IMDB and DBLP)
are very large, especially when compared with the actual result sizes. The extreme
case is for τ = 4 on IMDB, where there are on average 200–7,000 candidates per
result for further pruning or verification. This also partially explains why the Su-
per and Turbo families of algorithms generally improve the performance as a great
amount of verification cost can be reduced.

—The candidate sizes for datasets with long average string length (TREC and
UNIREF) are small, especially when compared with the actual result sizes. This also
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Fig. 18. Varying q.
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Fig. 19. Space-time characteristics.

partially explains why the Super and Turbo families of algorithms deliver mediocre
improvement for the IndexChunk family of algorithms (as there is no query analyze
cost) and little improvement or even worse performance for the IndexGram family of
algorithms as they need to spend additional time analyzing the query to select the
optimal τ + 1 q-chunks.

9.2.3. Varying q. We tested all the six algorithms with different q values and show the
results on DBLP and TREC in Figures 18(a) and 18(b). We can see the following.

—For datasets with short strings, the running time of all algorithms decreases rapidly
first before flatting out. This is mainly because for small q values, the selectivity
of q-grams or q-chunks is not good. This is consistent with observations in Xiao
et al. [2008]. Nonetheless, the Super and especially the Turbo families of algorithms
usually improve the performance of the basic family of algorithms. The Turbo family
of algorithms is the fastest for all the q we tested on these two datasets.

—For datasets with long strings, the running time of all algorithms does not vary sub-
stantially with different q values. Overall, IndexGram and the two Turbo algorithms
usually achieve the best performance across all q settings.

9.3. Space-Time Characteristics of Algorithms

All the algorithms exhibit very different characteristics in terms of their space and
time complexities (with varying τ ). To illustrate this, we plot the index size and query
time of ten algorithms under different τ in Figure 19(a) and Figure 19(b). Note that
both axes are in logarithmic scale.

As we can observe, the relative positions of these algorithms are fixed even for very
different datasets (DBLP versus UNIREF). The three IndexChunk family algorithms
followed by the Ed-Join algorithm have good query performance while requiring a small
index space. IndexGramTurbo and IndexGram have very good query performance, but
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occupy a much larger space. IndexGramSuper is usually dominated by the other two
IndexGram algorithms in terms of both space and time complexities. Other algorithms
usually have even larger space complexity and do not offer highly competitive query
performance.

Overall Recommendation. Based on the performance of all the algorithms investi-
gated, IndexChunkTurbo is our recommended method, as it offers highly competitive
performance while having a tiny indexing footprint. In some cases, IndexGram or In-
dexGramTurbo can be used to offer slightly better performance with a sharp increase
in the indexing cost, or to support a wide range of edit distance thresholds.

Moreover, we conclude that the Turbo family of algorithms almost never degrade the
performance of their corresponding basic family of algorithms while having a smaller
index size. Hence they can safely replace their counterparts in the basic family of
algorithms.

10. CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we study the problem of efficiently processing edit similarity searches
and joins based on asymmetric signature schemes. Our schemes extract and select
q-grams and q-chunks from the strings with varying degrees of asymmetry. Based on
these new signature schemes, we proposed six algorithms, falling into the IndexChunk
and IndexGram families, together with several novel candidate pruning techniques.
Finally, we have performed a comprehensive experimental study comparing our six
algorithms with nine other state-of-the-art algorithms. The experimental results also
reveal interesting space-time characteristics of the proposed and existing algorithms.
Based on the performance results, we recommend the IndexChunkTurbo algorithm,
which occupies a minimum amount of index space while its query performance is
consistently among the fastest.

APPENDIXES

A.1. Derivation of Theorem 4.4

We derive Theorem 4.4 in this subsection. We start by introducing a few definitions.
A signature extracted from a string S can be uniquely denoted by listing the corre-

sponding positions in S of all its characters. That is, a signature s = 〈p1, p2, . . . , pl〉
(1 ≤ p1 < p2 < · · · < pl ≤ |S|) has a literal form of S[p1]S[p2] . . . S[pl]. Note that two
different signatures may have the same literal form. We can also say the position of a
signature s is the position of its first character, that is, pos(s) = p1.

We define that two signatures s1 and s2 match by content when their literal forms are
identical. Two signatures match by content-and-position if and only if s1 and s2 match
by content and their positions differ by at most τ . This concept captures the position
filtering principle [Gravano et al. 2001].

Since we are concerned with exact algorithms for edit similarity queries, we only
consider correct signature scheme, as defined next.

Definition A.1 (Correctness). A signature scheme is correct if for any edit distance
threshold τ , for any pair of query strings S and data string T such that ed(S, T ) ≤ τ , it
is guaranteed that there is at least one signature si from sigsQ(S) and another signature
sj from sigsD(T ), such that si matches sj .

In the previous definition, we can plug in either definition of “matching”, that is,
match by content or match by content-and-position. All the results in the following are
concerned only with correct signature schemes.

We call the signatures extract from the query string the query signatures (denoted
as sigsQ(S)), and the those from the data string data signatures (denoted as sigsD(S)).
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A.1.1. Proof of Theorem 4.4.

PROOF. We assume the match semantics is match by content. It is obvious that if
this theorem is true under this semantic, it is trivially true for the match by content-
and-position semantic.

Assume the contrary. This means that there exists a correct signature scheme that
only generates at most τ signatures for any string.

We take a random character ζ from � and let �′ = � \ ζ . Now we consider a unique
string S with respect to �′. Without loss of generality, we can present S as σ1σ2, . . . , σm
(where m = |�′| and σi 	= σ j if i 	= j).

There are two cases: (i) the query signatures |sigQ(S)| ≤ τ , or (ii) the data signatures
|sigQ(S)| ≤ τ .

For Case (i), we construct a data string T by imposing τ substitutions on each of the
signatures in sig(S). More precisely, initially T = S, and then for every s = 〈S[p1] . . .〉 ∈
sigsQ(S), we replace T [p1] with ζ . Obviously, ed(S, T ) ≤ τ . Although we do not know
the exact content (and size) of sigsD(T ), we are guaranteed that none of it will match
with any signature in sigs(S). This can be shown by contradiction: if a signature u
in sigsD(T ) matches (by content) with a signature v in sigsQ(S), then u must contain
the character S[v.pos]. This means the character S[v.pos] must appear twice in string
S, which is a contraction. Hence, we construct a pair of strings S and T , such that
ed(S, T ) ≤ τ , and none of the signatures in sigsQ(S) and sigsD(T ) matches. Hence, the
scheme is not correct.

Case (ii) can be proved in a similar fashion by constructing the query string T as
before. Similarly, ed(S, T ) ≤ τ and none of the signatures in sigsQ(T ) and sigsD(S)
matches. Hence, the scheme is not correct either.

A.2. Proof of Corollary 4.5

Before proving Corollary 4.5, we first introduce the concept of perfect string.
Given an alphabet � and a length parameter l, define the set of codewords as all the

length l strings drawn from �, that is, �l.

Definition A.2 (Perfect String). A perfect string with respect to an alphabet � and
a length parameter l is a string S satisfying the following conditions.

(1) There does not exist two substrings of length l from S such that they are identical.
(2) Every codeword in �l can be found as a substring in S.

LEMMA A.3. A perfect string with respect to an alphabet � and a length l always
exists and has the length of l + |�|l − 1.

PROOF. A |�|-ary de Bruijn sequence B(|�|, l) of order l is a cyclic sequence of a given
alphabet � for which every possible subsequence of length l in � appears as a sequence
of consecutive characters exactly once. It is known that the de Bruijn sequence exists
for any � and l, and its length is |�|l [de Bruijn 1946].

Let μ be the |�|-ary de Bruijn sequence of order l. We construct μ′ by appending the
first l − 1 character of μ to μ. It is obvious that μ′ is a perfect string for � and l, and its
length is exactly l + |�|l − 1.

Example A.4. Consider � = { a, b }, and l = 3. The set of codewords are { aaa,
aab, aba, abb, baa, bab, bba, bbb }. One of its perfect strings is aaababbbaa.

A.2.1. Proof for Corollary 4.5.

PROOF. The proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 4.4 with the only difference
in how to construct S. Lemma A.3 shows that a perfect string of length (|�| − 1)lmin +
lmin − 1 exists for �′ and lmin, with the property that any of its l-grams from different
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positions are different (l ≥ lmin). This means we can accommodate τ less than (|�| −
1)lmin + lmin − 1.
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